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Abstract 
We study here the homotopy structure of Sba, the category of strongly homotopy associa- 
tive algebras (sha-algebras for short) and strongly homotopy multiplicative maps, introduced by 
Stasheff (1963) for the study of the singular complex of a loop-space. Sba extends the cate- 
gory Da of associative differential (graded) algebras, by allowing for a homotopy relaxation of 
objects and morphisms, up to systems of homotopies of arbitrary degree. The better-known cat- 
egory Dash of associative d-algebras and strongly homotopy multiplicative maps is intermediate 
between them. 
To study sha-homotopies of any order and their operations, the usual cocylinder functor of 
d-algebras is extended to Sba, where we construct the vertical composition and reversion of 
homotopies (also existing in Dash, but not in Da) and homotopy pullbacks (which exist in Da, 
but not in Dash). Sha acquires thus a laxified version of the homotopy structure studied by 
the author in previous works; the main results therein, developing homotopical algebra from the 
Puppe sequence to stabilisation and triangulated structures, can very likely be extended to the 
new axioms. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Cluss$cation: 12H05; 16W50; 55U15; 55U35; 55P35 
0. Introduction 
The category Da of associative d-algebras (differential graded algebras over a fixed 
ring R, see the conventions below) has a well-known notion of (multiplicative) homo- 
topies; these can be represented through a path functor, or cocylinder, P: Da + Da, 
obtained by enriching the usual cocylinder of Dm, the category of d-modules (chain 
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complexes over R). Homotopy pullbacks exist; in particular, each map has an h- 
kernel (homotopy kernel, or homotopy fibre) and a fibration sequence (dual Puppe 
sequence). 
On the other hand, the “vertical structure” of homotopies in Da is defective. While 
it is well known that in Dm every homotopy a : f --) g (between parallel maps f, g : 
A + B) has an opposite (or reversed) homotopy --c( : g + f, and given a consecutive 
homotopy p : g + h there is a sum (or vertical composite) ct + B : f + h, this cannot be 
“algebraically” extended to Da (in the same way as ring homomorphisms are not closed 
under opposites or sum). Moreover, the comparison maps of the “fibration diagram” 
of a Da-morphism, connecting its fibration sequence to the sequence of its iterated 
h-kernels, are not homotopy equivalences (they become so in Dm). 
Part of these deficiencies are emended by the category Dash of associative 
d-algebras and strongly homotopy multiplicative maps, introduced by Stasheff-Halperin 
[36] (1970) and studied also by Munkholm [2629] and others. This category has a 
full embedding, the bar functor B : Dash + DC, into the category of associative differ- 
ential coalgebras (with strictly comultiplicative differential maps). In Dash, homotopies 
(defined through this embedding) can be vertically reversed and composed through ex- 
plicit, algebraic procedures; further, the fibration sequence of a map of Da is better 
viewed in Dash, where the comparison maps (strictly multiplicative) are homotopy 
equivalences and have their quasi-inverses (no longer strictly multiplicative, in gen- 
eral). However, Dash does not have h-pullbacks, and we cannot form there the fibration 
sequence of a general Dash-map. 
This can be achieved through a further extension, obtained by relaxing also the al- 
gebras up to a system of homotopies. One obtains thus the category Sha of strongly 
homotopy associative algebras, sha-algebras for short, or Am-algebras (and strongly ho- 
motopy multiplicative maps), actually introduced by Stasheff before Dash [34] (1963). 
The interest of Sha is also endorsed by a homotopy invariance result of Gugenheim- 
Stasheff [ 171 (1986), showing that every d-module provided with a homotopy equiva- 
lence with an associative d-algebra has an associated sha-structure. 
The construction of Sha is a natural extension of the one of Dash. The latter is the 
full image of the bar embedding B:Da *DC: an object is an associative d-algebra, 
a morphism f : A + B is a map of d-coalgebras BA -+ BB. More generally, a sha- 
algebra can be defined as a graded module A equipped with a coalgebra differential 
d : BA --) BA. Since the latter is determined by its components 8, : A@‘” -+ A (of degree 
II - 2), under some coherence axioms, all this amounts to a graded module A equipped 
with: a differential a,; a product &, consistent with the former; a homotopy 8s (between 
the ternary products &(& @ 1) and a,( 1~8 a,)) measuring the deviation of the product 
from associativity; a second-order homotopy dq, expressing the deviation of 8s from 
strict coherence; and so on. A is associative if all d, vanish, for n > 2. 
We study here the homotopy structure of Sha, extending the path functor of Da 
and proving that Sha has vertical composition and reversion of homotopies (more pre- 
cisely, a left and a right reversion, as specified below), as well as homotopy pullbacks. 
In fact, Sha has a laxified version of the homotopy structure studied by the author 
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in [12,13,15]; the main results therein, developing homotopical algebra from the Puppe 
sequence of a map, to the universal stabilisation of a “homotopical” category and its de- 
rived triangulated structure, can very likely be extended to the new 
axioms. 
Sha-algebras are also studied in Proute [30] and Getzler-Jones [7], which also con- 
tains various examples. For the related notions of A ,-spaces and strongly homotopy 
Lie algebras, see Stasheff [33-351 and Lada-Stasheff [23]. For the study of d-algebras 
in the setting of Quillen model categories [32], see [3,26629]. Homotopically relaxed 
“algebras”, in abstract contexts, can be found in [4] (for topological-algebraic theories), 
[25] (for operads), [I, 221 (for monads). For the bar and cobar construction, see also 
[2,30]. These topics are presently the object of research in perturbation theory, cyclic 
homology, quantum field theory [7-10,16,20,21,23]. 
Outline. The first four sections supply a review of the basic ingredients: an abstract 
setting for homotopical algebra, based on “categories equipped with homotopies” (from 
[ 12, 131) in Section 1, together with a lax extension of this setting, motivated by 
the present study (1.5); some points on differential modules, algebras and coalgebras 
(Section 2); the homotopy structure of chain complexes, through the path endofunctor 
(Section 3); the category of sha-algebras (Section 4). 
The path fimctor of d-modules is lifted to Sha in Section 5, and written P: Sha+Sha; 
homotopies and higher order homotopies are studied. Sections 6 and 7 deal with the 
vertical composition (or sum) and vertical reversion (or opposite) of homotopies in Sha 
and contain the main results of this paper, in part highly lax and in part unexpectedly 
regular. 
For instance, the sum of homotopies is produced by morphisms kA : QA + PA 
(Theorem I, 6.3) defined over the object QA of “composable paths”; their family 
(~A)A is only natural up to 2-homotopies k(f), indexed by morphisms f; this family 
k( f )f is only coherent up to 3-homotopies k(u), indexed by homotopies u, and so on. 
The sum of homotopies is only associative up to 2-homotopy, but satisfies strict can- 
cellation laws (6.4); and 2-homotopies even have a strictly regular vertical sum, as for 
chain complexes: associative, with identities and opposites. 
The path-object PA has a left reversion rA : PA *PA and a right reversion pA : 
PA + PA (Theorem II, 7.1), both extending the reversion of chain complexes and 
again lax-natural. They are characterised, through the cancellation property of the (non- 
associative) sum of homotopies, by being, respectively, left or right opposite to the 
canonical homotopy 6 = 1 : PA + PA (r + 6 = 0, 6 + ,TI = 0); these reversions are strictly 
reciprocal (rp = 1~ = pr) and 2-homotopic. The characterisation supplies an inductive 
definition of their components, r, and p,,. Left and right reversion coincide in Dash, 
where sum and reversion are substantially known ([26, 1.121). 
Finally, Section 8 shows the existence of homotopy pullbacks in Sha (Theorem III, 
8.2), which do not exist in Dash, and constructs, the fibration sequence of a map. The 
proofs of Theorems I (6.3) and II (7.1) concerning, respectively, the existence and 
lax-naturality of the vertical composition and the existence of the left reversion, are 
given in Section 9. 
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Conventions. A ring R (with unit) is fixed throughout. Dm is the category of un- 
bounded chain complexes of R-modules, also called d-modules. Da denotes the category 
of associative differential (graded) R-algebras, or associative d-algebras for short (not 
assumed to have a unit); Da is equivalent to the category DA of augmented unitary 
associative d-algebras, through well-known constructs (A+ = R $A, B- = Ker(B -+ R)); 
similarly for Dash and DASH, and so on. The augmented unitary versions generally 
lead to more complicated expressions and are not used here. The tensor power l@p of 
an identity is written 1P. 
In a 2-graph, a cell (or homotopy) between the morphisms f, g :A + B is writ- 
ten as CI: f + g : A --+ B, or CC : f + g, or a : f -+I g. The vertical structure of cells 
is always written in additive notation: 0~ : f + f (the trivial endo-homotopy of f), 
--cI: g + f, CI + /?: f th (for /3: g +h). Unless differently specified, all sums C 
range over integral indices 21; the sum CPqln (resp. Cpqt,n) is meant over indices 
RL 1, qL 1, p+q=n+ 1 (resp. p> 1, q> 1, t> 1, p+q+t=n+ 1). 
1. Categories with homotopies 
A right (resp. left) homotopical category is a “category with homotopies” having 
homotopy cokernels (resp. homotopy kernels) of maps, satisfying axioms which allow 
one to prove, in abstract generality, the main results concerning the Puppe sequence 
(resp. the fibration sequence) of a map [12], including the triangulated structure in 
the stable case [13]. We briefly recall here the main results, and we introduce a lax 
extension motivated by the present results on sha-algebras. 
1.1. A review of hCcategories 
An h4-category [12] is a sort of relaxed 2-category, abstracting the nearly 
2-categorical properties of spaces, continuous mappings and homotopies. 
First, an h-category is a category A equipped with homotopies, or cells, CI: 
f --+ g : A + B, a reduced horizontal composition o of cells and maps (also written by 
juxtaposition) 
boccoa:bfa+bga:A’+B’ (for a:A’+A and b:B-+B’) (1) 
and vertical identities, or trivial homotopies, 0, : f -+ f, SO that 
@cl Isocrol~ =G!, boOfoa=Obfa, b’o(boaoa)oa’=(b’b)oclo(aa’). 
Second, an hCcategory is an h-category A endowed with: (a) a vertical involution, 
turning a cell a : f -+ f’ into the opposite cell --CI : f’ + f, (b) a vertical composition, 
turning c( and /I : f’ + f” into their sum tl + B : f --f f I’, (c) an equivalence relation N 
(cell-homotopy or 2-homotopy) for cells with the same vertical domain and codomain, 
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so that these axioms are satisfied: 
(hc.1) -of = Of) -(--r)=cX, -(boccoa)=bo(-cc)oa; 
(hc.2) 0, +of=of, (boaoa)+(bo~Ou)=bo(a+p)oa; 
(hc.3) -(z + B) = (-B) + (-co; 
(hc.4a) boxou-bodou, -LX- -x’, a+/?-cx’+j? 
(for ci N CI’, fi N 8’); 
(hc.4b) OfiaNCINSl+Og, cr+(-a)NOf, -cX-tr~Og, 
(a+/j)+Y”R+(B+Y); 
(hc.4c) gocr+3LOf’~~Of+g’otl 
(for LX: f -+ f’:A--+B, /?:g--+g’:B--tC). 
The last, (hc4c), is called weak reduced exchange. In an hCcategory the homotopy 
relation f E g (meaning that there exists a homotopy f + g) is a congruence and A/E 
is the homotopy quotient of A. Homotopy equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations 
are defined in the standard way. Intermediate notions will be marginally used: an 
hl-category has a vertical involution, verifying (hc. 1); an h2-category has a sum, 
verifying (hc.2); an h3-category has both and verifies (hc.l-3). A regular h3-category, 
or sesquigroupoid, is assumed to have a regular sum, verifying (hc.4b) for equality; 
every set of homotopies Al (A, B), between arbitrary maps A -+ B, is then a groupoid, 
coherently with left and right composition with maps (in [ 121, this notion is called 
“strict h3”). 
In an h-category, the terminal object T is defined by a 2-dimensional universal 
property: for every object A there is precisely one map TA : A + T and one endocell 
of the latter, its vertical identity. Similarly for products and sums. Instead, pullback 
and pushout are defined by the usual l-dimensional property. An h4-functor F : A + B 
between h4-categories has to preserve the whole structure. Analogously one defines h-, 
hl-, h2-, h3-fimctors. 
Top (topological spaces) and TopT (pointed spaces), with the usual homotopies and 
operations, are non-regular h4-categories; Dm (d-modules) is regular h4, as well as 
the category of chain complexes over any additive category. All this can be proved 
directly; or, more easily, can be derived from the study of the cylinder or cocylinder 
fimctor [ 151, as sketched in Section 3 for d-modules. 
1.2. Comparison with 2-categories 
An h4-category is strict if its cell-homotopy - is the equality; this is equivalent 
to a 2-category whose cells are invertible (a groupoid-enriched category): the general 
horizontal composition of homotopies is defined through the strict reduced exchange 
~.oa=goa+~of’=iof fg’oa (a: f --+ f’:A+B, /1:g+g’:B+C) (1) 
then the general exchange property is deduced (as one usually does when considering 
natural transformations in Cat). 
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In a general h4-category, a --equivalence class of homotopies is called a track, and 
written [N] : f 4 g. Every h4-category A has an associated strict one, the track-quotient 
Al-, consisting of the same objects, same maps and tracks. The 2-category Cati of 
small categories, ftmctors and natural isomorphisms is strict h4, as well as Gpd (small 
groupoids); Dm is not so. 
1.3. h-Pushouts and h-cokernels 
Let A be an h-category. The h-pushout (or standard homotopy pushout, or double 
mapping cylinder) of two arrows f :A +B, g :A -+ C is an object 1(f,g) with two 
maps x/,x” and a homotopy 5 : x’f + x”g, verifying the obvious universal property 
(of co-comma squares) 
f 
A-B 
(1) 
- for every similar triple y’ : B -+ Y, y” : C + Y, y : y’f + y”g : A --+ Y, there is exactly 
one morphism a : 1(f, g) + Y such that y’ = ax’, y” = OX”, y = a 0 5. 
In particular, if C is the terminal object T (1. l), this h-pushout is termed the 
h-cokernel of f 
then Cf = C-f =I( f, TA) is the (lower) mapping cone of f, the morphism x” : T + 
Cf is its vertex and x = c(f) the h-cokemel map of f. 
If A is h4, the h-pushout (1) is said to be regular (or an hCpushout) if it also 
satisfies a second-order property. Given two maps ao,ai : Z(f,g) + Y and two cells 
29 :aOx’ + alx’ : B + Y, K : aox” + alx” : C -+ Y which are N-coherent with 5, there is 
some cell a : a0 + al which extends 6 and K (29 = CI o x’, K = a o x”). The coherence 
condition means that we have a --commutative diagram of homotopies, under the sum 
Kc? 
aox”g - a, x”g 
-:I w To,, , 790f +a*o~~aOO~+lcog. (3) 
a0x’f Falx’f 
flf 
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Dually one defines the h-pullback P( f, g) of two arrows having the same codomain. 
Basic properties of regular h-pushouts and h-pullbacks, as homotopy invariance, pasting 
and reflection of homotopy equivalences, are studied in [ 121, Sections 2-3. 
In an h-category, one can define the cylinder IA of the object A as the h-pushout 
of the pair (lo, 1~) and the path-object PB of B as the h-pullback of (lo, 1~). 
If all cylinder and path objects exist, there is a canonical adjunction I +P, given 
by A(ZA,B)=A,(A,B)=A(A,PB). 
If all cylinders exist, h-pushouts can be reduced to particular ordinary colimits, and 
dually (as in 3.7.3). Thus, in Top, I(f ,g) is realised by pasting B and C over the 
bases of IA = [0, l] xA, along f and g; reversing arrows, the h-pullback of f : B + A, g : 
C + A can be realised through the usual path space PA = A[‘,‘], as P( f, g) = {(b, LX, c) E 
BxPAxCIu(O)=f(b), c((l)=g(c)}. 
1.4. Homotopical categories 
We give now a brief outline of the main results of [ 121. 
A right semihomotopical (resp. right homotopical) category A is an h-category 
(resp. h4-category) provided with terminal object T and the h-cokemel Cf of any map 
(resp. regular h-cokernel, 1.3). Every right semihomotopical category has a suspension 
endofunctor 
C:A+A, CA = C(TA : A + T); (1) 
the object CA comes (universally) equipped with two vertices a’, a” : T + A and a ho- 
motopy evA : a’TA + a”TA : A -+ CA (suspension evaluation of A). Extending the topo- 
logical situation [31], every map f : A + B has a natural Puppe sequence, or cofibration 
sequence 
A AB&Cf ~CA~CB%CCf--i.., (2) 
where x is the h-cokernel map of f (hck(f) = (x,x”; 4)) and d: C-f + ZA is deter- 
mined by 
d.x = a’Ts, d.x” = a”, doc=ev”. (3) 
The Puppe sequence of f can be linked to the one of x = c(f) through the com- 
parison map s: Cx + CA, forming a diagram which is commutative, except for the 
right-hand comparison square 
sy = d, sy” = a”, soy=O:dx+a’T,d (hck(x)=(y,y”;v])). 
(4) 
(5) 
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All this behaves well if A is right homotopical, as a consequence of the second- 
order property of h-cokernels. Then c(f) is always a cojibration, the comparison map 
s: (2x4 ZA is a homotopy equivalence and the comparison square is homotopically 
anti-commutative (for the reversion of C, produced by reversing homotopies). One can 
thus construct a Tu-commutative cojibration diagram, connecting the Puppe sequence 
of f to the sequence of its iterated h-cokernels x, = c(x+i) (for x0 = f), through a 
sequence of homotopy equivalences. If moreover A is pointed, with jinite sums, ZA is 
a cogroup in A/--, and C2A an abelian one; under suitable stability hypotheses, A/-_ 
is additive and has a canonical triangulated structure [ 131. 
Dually, left semihomotopical and left homotopical categories are based on the (lower) 
h-kernel Kf = K- f = P(f, I) of a morphism f : A + B, producing the Jibration 
sequence of f. (In [12] it is rather used the upper h-kernel K+f = P(J_, f ); but the 
existence of a reversion makes the upper and lower notions equivalent.) A (semi-) 
homotopical category is at the same time left and right (semi-)homotopical; every map 
f has thus a jibration-cojibration sequence. If A is pointed semihomotopical (I = T), 
the suspension and loop endofunctors are canonically adjoint (Z --I 52). 
1.5. Lax hl-categories 
Directed by the results which will be exposed later on sha-algebras, we want here 
to further relax some of the previous notions. It should not be difficult to extend the 
main results of [12,13] to this situation. 
A lax h4-category will be an h-category. A equipped with the previous structure, 
the vertical operations on cells -CC, CC + p and an equivalence relation - for parallel 
cells (1.1 a-c), just verifying (hc.4). This axiom can be equivalently formulated saying 
that the relation - is compatible with the operations o, -, + and the track-quotient 
Al-, with the induced operations, is a 2-category with invertible cells (see Section 
1.2). Then, the properties (hc.l-3) only hold up to - (they hold strictly in A/-). The 
notion of lax h4-category is perhaps more natural than the original one, and might 
replace it. 
Regular h-pushouts and h-pullbacks are defined as before; a lax left-homotopical 
category is a lax h4-category with initial object and regular h-kernels. 
More particularly (and as a tentative definition, perhaps too heavily based on the 
case of sha-algebras) a lax-regular lax hCcategory will be a category A with cells 
CI : f --+ g, reduced horizontal composition boaoa, vertical sum c( + /?, and an equivalence 
relation - for parallel cells, verifying 
(lr.1) for each f there is a homotopy 0~ : f---f f, so that 0~ + a = c( = a + 0, (strict 
vertical identities); 
(lr.2) CI + p = p + p = a + c implies (a = p and /? = a) (cancellation laws); 
(lr.3) for every homotopy CI: f -+ g, there is a (unique) left opposite CI’ :g + f and 
a (unique) right opposite c@’ :g+ f, verifying CI’+CI=O~, a+aP=Of (existence of 
opposites); 
(lr.4) if CI - CY’ then b o a o a-b o ~1’ o a (consistence of N and 0); 
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(lr.5) if o! N CC’ and fl - p’, then c( + /l N a’ + p’ (consistence of N and +); 
(lr.6) (~1 + fl) + y N a + (a + y ) (--associutivity of +); 
(lr.7) g 0 a + 2 0 f’ N 2 o f _t g’ o u (weak reduced exchange). 
Then A, equipped with the left opposites (or with the right ones), is lax h4. In the 
track-quotient A/-, [CC] = [d] is th e unique opposite of [r]. The two reversions are 
reciprocal, (c(‘)P = a = (@>‘, by cancellation on CC’ + c( = 0, = LX’ + (a’)P; and each of 
them is --involutive. 
1.6. The path functor 
The notion of homotopical category is adequate to prove, in an economical way, 
the main results of homotopical algebra within a given situation [12,13]. On the other 
hand, its non-algebraic character (consisting in the fact that the relation N is not 
made concrete, through actual 2-homotopies), prevents its formal extension from a 
base category to such usual constructions over it as slice categories, functor categories, 
sheaves, internal monoids, algebras for a monad, etc. 
A richer structure, with homotopies of any order and their operations “algebraically” 
defined by a cylinder or path endofunctor, was developed in [ 151. Being completely 
algebraic, it allows for such formal extensions; being stronger, it inherits the previous 
results. Moreover, its axioms, if somewhat complicated, are generally easier to verify 
than the ones of homotopical category. Here, we can only recall the starting point of 
this setting. Our study of the homotopy structure of chain complexes and sha-algebras 
(Sections 3 and 5-9) will follow its line, without formally depending on it. 
A cubical comonad or codiad over the category A [l l] consists of a path functor 
P : A -+ A with natural transformations called lower face or lower unit (a-, or also 
a"), upper face (a+, or a’), degeneracy (e) and two connections or main operations 
(g-, g+), verifying 
fi 1 9’ 
1zP: P2 (&=--,$); (1) 
aE.e = 1, gE.e = Pe.e = eP.e; (2) 
pacgE = i = av.g&, patgq = e.8” = avtg~ (E f ~1. (3) 
The last conditions mean that 8’ is a unit for the corresponding operation g’, and 
absorbent for the other one. (An associative cubical comonad, producing “cubical ob- 
jects with connections”, is a cubical counterpart to an ordinary comonad, which pro- 
duces augmented simplicial objects; connections in cubical objects were introduced by 
Brown-Higgins [5].) 
A symmetric cubical comonad also has an interchange s : P2 ---) P2, satisfying 
s.s = 1, s.Pe = eP, Pak= a&p, s.g" =gE. (4) 
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Now, defining a homotopy CI : f + f' : A 4B in the obvious way, as determined by 
a map 
G:A+PB, 8-L?= f, a+i=ff (5) 
A becomes an h-category (l.l), with the following structure: 
(b o c( o a>^ =Pb.d.a, (Of>^= eB.f = Pf .eA : A + PB. (6) 
Write 6 = 6A: 6- -+ d+ : PA--+A the structural homotopy, represented by 1~~; for 
every homotopy a, the representative map S : A -+PB (often written CI) is the only 
one such that IX = 6B o 6. The functor P can be extended to homotopies, through the 
interchange s, becoming an h-functor: given a : fo -7' fi : A + B, take (and here c( should 
not be confused with 6) 
P(E) = s. PLG (avfqa) = Paw = pf6). (7) 
If, moreover, the path functor has a reversion r : P + P, verifying 
r.r = 1, r.e = e, a-.r = a+, g-.r = Pr.rP.g+, Pr.s = s.rP (8) 
then A becomes naturally an hl-category, and P an hl-functor (1 .l), setting (-CC)*= 
r.6. 
Further structure and axioms lead to the notion of PCcategory and P4-homotopical 
category [15], which are respectively stronger than h4-category and left-homotopical 
category. (The dual notions of cubical monad, I4- and IChomotopical category deal 
with a cylinder functor I; the self-dual notions of IP4- and IPChomotopical category 
are based on adjoint functors I+P.) 
In Top, the standard path endofunctor is P(X) =x[OJI, endowed with the compact- 
open topology. It is a cubical comonad with interchange and reversion; faces and de- 
generacy are obvious; connections and symmetries are produced by the natural structure 
of the unit interval [O,l] 
g_(t, t’) = t v t’, gf(t, t’) = t A t’, s( t, t’) = (t’, t), r(t) = 1 - t (9) 
as a complemented lattice. The second-order path hmctor is P*X =X[OJ12; its hori- 
zontal faces d&P turn a parametrised square @ : [0, 112 +X into its horizontal edges 
@(--,&): [O, l] -+X. 
2. Differential modules, algebras and coalgebras 
A ring with unit R is fixed throughout the paper, and module means R-module. In a 
graded module, we write X = (- 1 )des(n) X. As a general reference on the matter treated 
here, see [ 181. 
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2. I. DifSeren tial modules 
Dm denotes the additive category of d-modules, or unbounded chain complexes of 
R-modules, with the usual morphisms (of degree 0 and commuting with differentials). 
Dm has a well known symmetric monoidal closed structure [6], with unit R (as a 
d-module, concentrated in degree zero). The tensor product and its (unique) symmetry 
c are 
(X@Y)n= @ -q@Yq, a,(x~y)=(ax>~y+~~((ay) (1) 
p+q=n 
c:X@3Y--tYc$aX, ,-(x 8 y> = (_ 1 )degW+-g(~)y Qx, (2) 
The internal horn-functor is given by the d-module of graded maps (of arbitrary 
degree) 
Hom(X, Y> = ((Hom,(X Y)),d), d(f) = dY. f - 7. IX (3) 
and yields back Dm(X, Y) through ZO E Dm(R, -), the canonical forgetful functor of 
O-cycles. A graded map will often be written as f :X -+,X’, specifying its degree. 
Their tensor product 
(f ~g)(x~~)=(-l)deg(x).deg(“)(fX)~(gy), 
(f’ 8 g’>.(f @ g) = (- l)dea(f).deg(q’)(fIf) C9 (g/9) 
(4) 
will be of frequent use. The differential of X @ Y, in (1 ), is thus a,, = d @I 1 + 1 @z ?. 
2.2. Suspension and loop 
The reciprocal suspension and loop endofimctors, for d-modules 
C:DmzDm:Q (‘=),,l =xl= (QX),-I, (1) 
are better described through the graded isomorphisms CJ :X -1 CX, w : X --i ~ 1 LX 
given by the identity on each component ((ax), = idX,, = (OX),); the differentials 
of CX and SZX are then 
(ac)(crx) = -0(8x), (a2)(WX) = -o(dx). (2) 
These functors can be enriched over Dm (and thus extended to graded maps); for 
instance 
CXY : Hom(X, Y) + Hom(CX, ZY), Cf (OX) = o(fx) (3) 
so that a,IX = C(C%). 
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2.3. Differential algebras and coalgebras 
A (general) dtBrentia1 algebra, or d-algebra, will be a d-module equipped with 
a multiplication V : A @A --t A (V(a @ a’) = a.a’) which is only assumed to be a d- 
morphism; in other words, it has degree zero and 
av=va,=v(a@l+l@8) (a(a.a’) = 8a.a’ +&da’) (1) 
but V is not required to be associative or to have a unit; a morphism of d-algebras f 
is a d-morphism consistent with the multiplication (fV = V(f 6~ f)). 
The full subcategory of associative d-algebras (V(V 8 1) = V( 1~ V)) is written Da. 
In this case, there is precisely one n-ary multiplication for each n > 1 
V,,:A@“+A, Vn(al @az@ ... @a,)=al.az:...a,. (2) 
Dually, a (general) dzfferential coalgebra C, or d-coalgebra, is a d-module with a 
comultiplication, or decomposition, or diagonal, A : C + C ~8 C which is a d-morphism: 
it has degree zero and Ad = &,A; a morphism of d-coalgebras f is a comultiplicative 
d-morphism (Af = (f 18 f)A). 
An associative d-coalgebra verifies (A @ 1)A = (1~ A)A, and has a unique n-ary 
decomposition A, : C + C@“; we further assume that each element of C is finitely 
decomposable 
for every x E C, A,(x) is eventually zero; (3) 
their category is written DC; it may be noted that the condition (3) is automatically 
satisfied in the strictly positive case (C, = 0 for p 5 0), since A,(C,) c @,41=p C,, 
@ . . . @ C,” = 0 for n >p). Forgetting differentials, we have the associative graded 
coalgebras (still assumed to verify (3)) and their comuhiplicative maps, i.e. graded 
maps verifying Af = (f %I f )A (necessarily of degree 0). 
Graded maps from a d-coalgebra C to a d-algebra A have a cup-product, f Ug = 
V(f @ g)A. 
(Again, DC is equivalent to the category DC of augmented unitary associative 
d-coalgebras, through obvious functors: C+ = R 6~ C, with A+(c) = 1 @I c + AC + c @ 1; 
D- = Coker(R-+D), with the induced A-. But note that we should assume, in the 
definition of DC, that A- verifies (3)) 
2.4. The tensor coalgebra 
Let us consider the “tensor d-module” over a d-module X 
T:Dm+Dm, TX= @X@” (1) 
n>O 
writing in :Xgn + TX the canonical injections (satisfying the universal property of a 
sum), and p,, : TX +X8” the canonical projections (a jointly manic family). Plainly, 
also the maps i, @ i, :X8” @IX@ + TX @I TX are the injections of a sum, and the 
projections pr @J pS : TX @ TX +X@” @IX@ are jointly manic. 
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TX has a well-known, obvious multiplication 
V:TX@TX+TX, V((Xl @a .” @&)@(X,+, c!3 “. @xn))=x, @ “’ ~ZX,, 
(2) 
which makes it the free associative d-algebra over X, but will not be used here. (For the 
equivalent DA-version, one should take n > 0 in (1 ), with the obvious augmentation.) 
The tensor d-module has also a d-coalgebra structure T’X (not forming a Hopf 
algebra with A) 
A : T’X --f T’X @I T’X, 
A(Xl@ ‘.. @Xn)= C ((Xl @ ". C?JXj)C3(Xj+l@ "' 63X,)) (3) 
O<J<Tl 
which makes it the cofree associative d-coalgebra (in the sense specified above, 2.3.3) 
over X. In other words, T’ : Dm -+ DC is right-adjoint to the forgetful functor. 
The comultiplication of T’X is defined by (3) or (4), and also determined by (5) 
(4) 
(Pr @ P.s)A = Pris ((P, @ ... 8 Prk )& = Plrl, PI “Ak=Pk) (5) 
and the iterated decompositions A,. : T’X + T/X@’ do vanish over XI @ . . . 63x,,, for 
r>tZ. 
The counit of the adjunction is m : T’X 4X. The universal property says that, for 
every associative d-coalgebra C, every d-morphism f : C 4X has precisely one lifting 
g : C + T’X (such that mg = f) as a morphism of coalgebras, given by an infinite 
sum which is finite over any element (since C has to satisfy our jniteness hypothesis, 
2.3.3) 
g(x) = c f@%(x) (png = f @“&I; (6) 
n>O 
the property Ag = (g @ g)A is proved via the projections p,. @ P.~ (as below, in 2.6.4). 
Forgetting differentials, we get the procedure we really need: the cofree associa- 
tive graded coalgebra T’X over a graded module X. For every associative graded 
coalgebra C, every graded map f : C---t OX has precisely one comultiplicative lifting 
g : C + T’X (pg = f), calculated as in (6). 
2.5. Coderivations 
A coderivation of the associative graded coalgebra C is a graded endomap d : C 4 C, 
of arbitrary degree, consistent with the diagonal in the sense that 
Ad=(d@l +l@d)A:C-+C@C And= c (lj-‘@d@l”-‘)A, 
Ill3 
(1) 
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The coderivation d is a (co)dt@entiaZ if it has degree - 1 and dd = 0. The sum of 
coderivations of the same degree is a coderivation. If d, d’ : C -+ C are coderivations of 
odd degree, also (dd’+d’d) and dd are coderivations. It follows that, given a sequence 
(&),>i o f coderivations of C of degree - 1 (or fixed and odd), also C djd,_j is a 
coderivation. 
But we need a more general notion, including homotopies and “hybrid” situations, to 
which we shall extend the universal property (2.6). Given two comultiplicative maps 
f, g : C -+ D, a coderivation d : C -+ D from f to g (or along f, when f = g) will be 
a graded map verifying 
Ad=(f @d+d@g)A:C+D@D 
( 
A,d= c (f@-‘@d@g@*-j)A, 
1 
. 
l<j<n 
(2) 
Then, given two comultiplicative maps u : C’ --+ C, v : D 4 D’, also vdu is a coderiva- 
tion from vf u to vgu. The difference f-g of two comultiplicative maps is a coderivation 
from f to g; and f itself is a coderivation from f to 0. 
2.6. Proposition (Coderivations of tensor coalgebras). Given a graded module X, an 
associative graded coalgebra C and two comultiplicative maps f ,g : C -+ T’X, every 
graded map u : C +X has a unique lifting d : C -+ T’X to a coderivation from f to 
g (verifying md = u), having the same degree as u and determined by 
p,d = c ((plf )‘j-’ @u @ (p,g)‘“-j)& d(x) = c p,d(x). (1) 
l<j<n ?l>O 
In particular Cfor C = T’X and f = g = 1 ), every graded map 8 : T’X --f X lifts 
uniquely to a coderivation d: T’X -+ T’X, which has the same degree: p,d = 
xj(py-* gaapp, ‘“-‘)A . further, if this degree is - 1, d is a d@erential tr ad = 0, 
tff the components 8, = at: : XBn +X verify 
c ap(P~aqw-j)=o. 
p+q=n+l;j<p 
(2) 
Proof. The uniqueness of d, expressed through (1 ), is obvious: 
(3) 
On the other hand, defining d as in (1 ), the property Ad = (f @ d + d 18 g)A can be 
detected through the projections p,. 8 pS of T’X @ T’X (2.4). Let n = r + s, and recall 
that pnf = (plf )@“An, 
(~r@ps)(f @d+d@g) = prf@(psd)+(prd)@p~g 
= c ((PLf)@W @ NPlfF @ u @ (PlgF9AS) 
jls 
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whence (pr@ps)(f @d+ddgg)A=p,d=(p,@p,)Ad. 
As to the second part of the statement, the graded map dd is again a coderivation 
(by 2.5) and it vanishes iff pldd does. Calculating pI(dd one finds precisely the 
left-hand member of (2). 0 
3. The homotopy structure of differential modules 
We describe now the homotopy structure of chain complexes, through the path func- 
tor P and its operations; excepting the lens conversion (3.5), much of this is standard, 
but we need to fix notation and establish a pattern which will be extended to sha- 
algebras. Dm is a regular homotopical category (Section l), but the abstract frames 
for homotopy recalled above are only used here as a guide-line in the exposition. 
3.1. The path jiinctor 
The category Dm of d-modules, or unbounded chain complexes of R-modules has 
a very regular homotopical structure, defined by the adjoint cylinder and path (or 
cocylinder) endofunctors, Z-1 P 
(IA), =A, CE An-1 @A,, 8(x, z, y) = (ax - z, -dz, ay + z), (1) 
(PA), =A, @A,+1 @A,, 8(x, z, y) = (ax, --x - dz + y, ay>. (2) 
Here we are mainly interested in the path-functor P, which can be lifted to algebras 
(while the cylinder lifts to coalgebras). Its basic structure consists of three natural 
transformations, lower face (a-, or i3’), upper face (a+, or 8’ ) and degeneracy (e) 
a-,a+:PAz A:e, a-(X,Z,y)=x, a+w,y)=y, e(x)=(x,O,x) (3) 
and PA is “detected” by its faces, together with a graded map, its cmtre, written c or 
cl, whose notation should be kept in mind, as it will be heavily used throughout the 
sequel 
c:PA -+,A, c(x,z,y)=z (ca = -a- - ac + a+ : PA + A). (4) 
Given two parallel morphisms f, g : A + B, a homotopy, or 1-homotopy, c( : f + g 
(also written M : f --+I g) is represented by any morphism c( : A --f PB whose faces are 
f and g 
x=(f,cu,g):A+PB, f =a-a, g=a+a, 
ca:A-+, B, d.ca+~cc.a=-f fg 
(5) 
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and amounts to f,g, and a graded map CCI, its centre, satisfying the usual differ- 
ential condition. In particular, c : PA + 1 A is the centre of the canonical homotopy 
6=lpA:8--a+:PA--,A. 
The reduced horizontal composition of homotopies and morphisms is defined in the 
obvious way: 
boaoa:bfa-,bga, b o a o a = Pb.a.a = (bfa, b.ccx.a, bga) (6) 
as well as the vertical structure of homotopies: the vertical identities (Of), the opposite 
homotopy (-, or --I, or -U) and the sum, or vertical composition, of homotopies 
(+, or +I, or +,) 
O,=(f,%f):f-f, -a=(s,-c4f):s-+fr 
cc+~=(f,ca+c~,h>:f--‘h (p:gjh:AhB) (7) 
producing a groupoid structure in every set of homotopies Dml(A,B), over which 
the reduced horizontal composition distributes. We have, for the moment, a regular 
h3-structure over Dm (1.1). 
3.2. Reversion and sum of homotopies in Dm 
The reversion of homotopies in Dm is represented by a natural transformation 
r: P + P, also called reversion 
rA:PA--tPA, r(x,z, v) = (Y, -z,x), 
a-r = a+ , iJ+r=d-, cr= -c, -Vu=rB.a. 
(1) 
Similarly, the sum of homotopies is represented by a natural transformation k : Q --f P 
(sum-map) over the functor of composable paths Q : Dm -+ Dm, defined by a pullback 
a+ 
PA F A 
k- 
: I 
d- 
QAk+PA 
(2) 
(QA)n =A, @A,+1 @A, @A,+, @A,, 
a+, u, y, u,~) = (ax, --x - au + y, ay, -y - au + z, az), 
kA:QA+PA, k(x,u,y,v,z)=(x,u+ v,z), 
rx+P=k.(aA/?) (k-.(aAp)=a, k+.(cr A /I) = /I). (3) 
Q is “detected” by five projections: three faces, lower, upper and middle (a--, a++, 
a*), and two graded maps of degree 1 (c-,c+); the maps k-, kf, k: QA ---) PA can 
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be seen as homotopies 
,jLc = (?“k” : QA + A, 
ct = ck” : QA +l A, 
a+ = a+k- = d--k+ : QA iA 
k = k- sv k+ : a-- + a++, ck=c- +c+. (4) 
Finally, Q has degeneracy and reversion induced by the ones of P (F # y). 
ee:A-+QA, k’iee = e, eQ(x) = (x3 0,x, o,~), 
rp:QA+QA, k&IQ = r.k”, yQ(x,u,y,v,Z)=(Z,--u,y,--v,x). (5) 
(In Top, QA = {(y, y’) E PA x PA 1 y( 1) = y’(O)} and kA : QA + PA is a homeomorphism. 
Instead, in Dm, kA is just a homotopy equivalence.) 
3.3. The second-order path finctor 
Second order homotopy properties will be explored through P2. We want to enrich 
the structure already considered for P (a-, c7+, e, r, k) with other operations, two con- 
nections g-, g+ : P + P2 and an interchange s : P2 + P2, so to satisfy the axioms of 
symmetric cubical comonad, 1.6 (and in fact of regular P4-category [ 151). 
In Dm, P2A has nine components in each degree 
a63 = (aa, -a - ax + b, db; -a - 2~ + c,z’, -b - au + d; ac, -c - 3y + d, ad ), 
~=(a,x,b;u,z,u;c,y,d)E(P2A),, z’=-x+u+az-u+y. (1) 
It is convenient to represent the “variable” t of P2A as a square diagram (or a 
3 x 3 matrix), so that its faces 8”P and Pd” appear as horizontal and vertical edges, 
respectively. 
?’ 
c-d 
1 Iv> 
a-P(5) = (a,x, b), a+P(ir) = (c, y, d), 
L! Z 
pa-m = (a, u, 4, Pa+(i”)=(b,v,d). 
(2) 
a------,b 
P2 is “detected” (with redundancy at vertices) by its four faces and its center, of 
degree 2 
c2 = c.cP =-c.Pc : P2A +2 A, cz(<) =z. (3) 
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The connections g- and g+ are now defined as suggested by their realisation in Top 
(1.6.9) 
j: lo, j:;. (4) 
a-----,b a-a 
0 
g-(a,xlb)=(a,x,b;x,O,O;b,O,b), gf(a,x,b)=(a,O,a;O,O,x;a,x,b). (5) 
Similarly, the interchange s : P*A + P*A is obtained through a reflection of the square 
(3) with respect to its “main diagonal” (as in Top), together with a sign-change in the 
middle term 
s(a,x,b;u,z,v;c,y,d)=(a,u,c;x,-z,y;b,v,d). (6) 
Since P, as a right adjoint, preserves pullbacks, the interchange s induces a functorial 
is0 
s’ : PQA P QPA : d’, s. Pk” = k”P.s’ (Pk”.s” = s. k&P). (7) 
The fimctors P and Q can be extended, through the interchanges s and s”, to 
homotopies c( : A + PB (d&cc = f”), respecting faces 
Pa=s.Pa:PA+P=B (i3”P.&=Pd”.Pa=PfE) (8) 
&=s”.Qa:QA-PQB (?Q.&=Qd”.Qcr=QfE). (9) 
(Note the different notation, with respect to 1.6.7: here we make no distinction between 
a and its representative map oi, at the cost of modifying the symbols P, Q when acting 
on homotopies.) 
3.4. Double homotopies 
Second-order homotopies appear under the general form of “double homotopies” 
(corresponding, in Top, to maps 4p : [0, 112 x X ---) A) and the more particular case of 
“2-homotopies” (corresponding to maps @ having two opposite faces degenerate). 
Here a double homotopy is a map @ :X --+ P*A. Its boundary consists of four 
homotopies LX, /?, p, o :X --f PA connecting four maps a, b, c, d : X -+ A 
B 
c-d 
i r ZP.@=~=(a,x,b):a--tb, a+P.cP=fi=(c, y,c):c+d, P @ 0, Pd-.@=p=(a,u,c):a+c, Pa+.@=o=(b,v,d):b+d. 
a-b 
OL (1) 
Recalling the differential of P*A (3.3.1), @ amounts to four homotopies CI, /?, p, 0 
linked as above (a-a= a-p, etc.) together with a centre z=c2@ :X -+2A verifying 
a differential condition related to the (anti-clockwise) endohomotopy a + g - /3 - p 
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of a 
d(z)=az-zd=x+v-y-u:X+,A (x-to-y-u=c(cc+o-p-p>>. 
(2) 
Double homotopies can be added (pasted), vertically and horizontally. Formally, the 
two operations are defined by kP, Pk and linked by s: if @ and Y are vertically consec- 
utive (d+P.@ = a-P.Y), while @ and Qi’ are horizontally consecutive (Pa+.@ = Pa-.@‘) 
@+f, Y=kP.(@A,Y), @+,,@‘=Pk.(@A,,@‘), s( Q, +h @‘) = s@ f, s@‘. 
(3) 
These operations work in the obvious way on faces and adding up the centres: 
a-p(G +” Y) = a-p.@, a+P(@ +” Yu> = a+w, 
pacp fv Y) = Pac.@ +,pat Y, q(@+“Y)=c2@+c2Y (4) 
so that they are both “regular” (associative, with units and opposites) and satisfy the 
exchange law (provided the compositions below are legitimate) 
(@+v Y)+h(@‘+v y’)=(@+h@‘)+v(y+h y’>. (5) 
Double homotopies can also be seen as homotopies within PA; but their vertical 
sum coincides with the sum of the corresponding homotopies, and the notation @ +\, Y 
is not ambiguous. 
More particularly, given two parallel homotopies c(, /I : a +I b :X + A, a 2-homotopy 
@ : a +2 /3 : a 4, b is a double homotopy as in (1 ), with trivial vertical faces 
p=o,, o=Oh 
~(=(a,x,b):a+b, /I=(a,y,b):a-+b, aZ-Za=x-y:xilA. (6) 
2-homotopies inherit the operations fv and +h of the double ones; they define the 
2-homotopy relation between homotopies a N p (or c( ~2 /I). We have thus a regular 
h4-structure for Dm (1.1; (h4) can be deduced from the P-structure, as we shall do 
more generally in 6.8). 2-homotopies are represented by a sub-d-module P2A of P’A, 
defined by the equations a = c, b = d, u = v = 0. 
3.5. The lens collapse 
Double homotopies and 2-homotopies are related by the lens collapse w, introduced 
in [ 151 (the name derives from its realisation for spaces, which we can not recall here) 
W = .&Pa- +h 1 +h g-.Pa+ : P2A + P2A, 
w(a,x,b;u,z,v;c,y,d)=(a,x+v,d;O,z,O;a,u+y,d); (1) 
.I_fu H j?fO (2) 
a-b a-d 
x x+L’ 
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Indeed, given four homotopies LX, p, p, o : X + PA “forming a square” (as in 3.4.1), 
the Eens conversion turns a double homotopy @ :X --) P*A with boundary a, /$ p, cr into 
the 2-homotopy 
w.@:a+a+p+fi:a-+d. (3) 
Note that CD and w.@ have the same associated endohomotopy CI + 0 - /I - p, and 
that our transformation preserves the centre ~2; this shows immediately that the lens 
conversion is bijective, for $xed ct, /!I, p, CK for each 2-homotopy Y : a + cs --t p + j3, 
there is precisely one double homotopy @ with boundary tl, /3, p, 0 such that WC& = Y. 
In other words, w is a strong lens collapse for P [ 151. (Note that, in (1 ), w is built 
from the previous structure, as it is possible in every regular P4-category. As showed 
in [ 151, w is crucial in deducing an h4-structure from a structure based on P. Here, 
its extension to sha-algebras, in 6.7, will play the same role, in 6.8 and 8.2.) 
3.6. Higher order homotopies 
Extending I- and double homotopies, an n-morphism f : A +cn) B (in the enriched 
cubical structure defined by P over Dm) is a morphism f : A + P”B. 
The lkctor P” has 2n faces, 8: = Pn--i8EPi-1 : P” --+ Pn-‘. To assign f is equiva- 
lent to giving 2n maps f/ = agf : A -qn_l) B, its faces, together with one graded map 
c, f : A +,, B, its centre, verifying the usual cubical conditions for faces (dl”fi” = 8_ I ff, 
i<j) and a differential one 
&,f - (-l)“cnfd=Ci,E(-l)i+Ec,-IfiF (1) 
which is equivalent to saying that f : A t P(P”-‘B) is a I-homotopy f : f- +1 f+ 
between its two last faces f” = a:f as morphisms with values in P”-‘B. 
Now, an n-homotopy is inductively defined as an n-morphism f : A -+ P’B such that 
(a) its main faces f” = aif : A --t P’-l B (the last ones) are (n - l)-homotopies, 
(b) the other faces A! (i<n) of f are degenerate in their last direction (n - l), i.e. 
f/ = e,_ldz_,dff = e,_l k?pfq (where ei = P”-iePi-t : P’-l+ P”), 
Plainly, the last two faces are parallel, i.e. have the same corresponding faces, 
88 f - = @f+ (i <n). An n-homotopy f : f- +n f’ amounts thus to assigning two 
parallel (n- 1)-homotopies f-, ft : A + Pn-’ B together with a graded map c,f : A +n B 
verifying 
a.c,f - (-l)“c,f.a=(-1)“(C,_~.f- - cn_l*f+). (2) 
Two n-homotopies f : f- +n f +, h : h- jn h+ are consecutive if f + = h-; they 
have then a vertical sum f +n h : f - jn hf, with ~~(f+~h) = c, f +c,h, which behaves 
regularly, giving a groupoid structure to the set of n-homotopies from A to B. Again, 
n-homotopies in B are particular (n - i)-homotopies in P’B, but all vertical sums are 
consistent. 
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3.7. Homotopy pullbucks 
The h-pullbuck, or standard homotopy pullback, X = p(f, g) of two Dm-morphisms 
f, g with the same codomain (extending the path object PA =P( IA, IA)) 
(1) 
is equipped with two maps a-, a+ and a homotopy 5 : f d- + gd+ :X + C satisfying the 
universal property of comma squares: for every similar triple y’ : Y + A, y” : Y + B, q : 
fy’ -+ gy” : Y + C there is one morphism y : Y +X such that a-.y = y’, a+.y = y”, 
toy=v. 
The solution, determined up to isomorphism, is the following d-module X: 
JL = A, @ C,+I B &, i3(a, c, b) = (aa, -f a - ac + gb, ab), 
((a, c, b) = (fu, c, gb) E PC, c~=cX:X-+, c (2) 
equipped with the obvious projections c ‘--, at and the homotopy 4 whose centre is the 
middle projection CX :X -1 C. The h-pullback coincides with the (ordinary) limit of 
the diagram 
ALCzPC+C&B 
s+ 
(3) 
which shows immediately that P (as a right adjoint) preserves h-pullbacks: P(P( f, y)) = 
P(Pf,Pg). It is not difficult to deduce, through lens conversion (3.5) that h-pullbacks 
are regular, in the sense of 1.3, and Dm is right-homotopical (same proof as in 8.2, 
for sha-algebras). 
In particular, one has the (lower) h-kernel Kf = K- f = P( f, 0 4 B) of f : A + B, 
the loop-object QA = K-(0 t A) = P(0 +A, 0 -+A) (see 2.2), and the fibration 
sequence of f. All this will be considered more generally in 8.338.4 for sha-algebras. 
3.8. Tensor product and P 
Chain algebras are built over the monoidal structure of chain complexes, recalled 
above (2.1). Part of the homotopy structure can be lifted from Dm to Da. 
First, the path-functor P is lax-monoidal, when equipped with the unit eR : R 4 PR 
and the natural transformation t (tensor), which can be viewed as a homotopy from 
a- @d- to a+@a+ 
t : (PA)@(PB)+P(A@B), 
t((x,z,y)~(x’,z’,y’))=(x~x’,x~z’+z~y’,y~y’), 
t:a-@Ja-+a+@a+:PA@PB+AC%B, ct=a-6i3c+c63a+. (1) 
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Noting that t(eR @ 1) = 1 = t( 1 @ eR) and t(t @ 1) = t( 1 @ t), we have more gener- 
ally a homotopy tn : a- @’ + a+@n(to = eR, tl = 1, tZ=t, tx=t(t@l)=t(l@t) ,... ), the 
n-order tensor of P 
=(X1 C3m~~C3&,~jXl ~“‘~~j-l~Zj~yj+l,~‘..~~yn,Yl @“‘@yn). (2) 
The functor P has thus a canonical enrichment over the category Da of associative 
d-algebras, or internal semigroups in Dm, provided by the multiplication 
V$q=PVA.t:(PA)@(PA)+P(A), 
(x,z, y).(x’,z’, y’) = (xx’,Xz’ + zy’, yy’) 
(3) 
and the centre h = ca of a homotopy CI: f -+ g : A 4 B in Da has to verify 
i3h+h8=-f+g, hV=V(f@h+hhgg), 
(h(xy) = ff.hy + hxgy). 
(4) 
The symmetric cubical comonad structure (9, e, gE,S) consists of monoidal trans- 
formations of lax-monoidal functors and lifts to algebras; indeed, using t2 = Pt.t(P @ 
P) : P2A @ P2B 4 P2(A @B), 
aE.t = a" 63 2, t(e@e)=e, g&.2 = t(gE @ gE), s.t2 = t2(s @s). (5) 
Instead, the reversion, composition and lens collapse are just monoidal up to 
homotopy and Da lacks “algebraic” opposites and sum of homotopies; the solution is 
deferred to Sections 6-7, in the domain of sha-algebras. The path functor P : Da + Da 
has a left adjoint I, with Z(A)= T(ZIAI)/J A, a quotient of the tensor algebra of the 
cylinder over the underlying d-module [14]. But, if A is free over d-modules, i.e. a 
tensor algebra TX, one simply gets Z(TX) = T(ZX). 
3.9. Tensor product of homotopies 
Given two homotopies CY : f -+ g : A + B, ~1’ : f’ + g’ : A’ -+ B’, their tensor product 
as homotopies c( @II CI’ is obtained from the ordinary tensor product CY @ a’ by means 
of t (which can now be written as 6 @i 6) 
a@la’=t.(cr@~‘):A@A’+PB@PB’--,P(B@B’), 
ccc31 a’: f c3 f’-g@g’, C(cc@~ d)=f@m’$ca@g’. (1) 
This extends to n-homotopies, via the transformation t” (already used above for 
II = 2, in 3.8.5) 
t”=P”-‘t...Pt(P”-2~Pp”-2).t(P”-l~P”-l):P”X~PP”Y~P”(X~Y). (2) 
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4. Strongly homotopy associative algebras 
We review now the category of A, -algebras of Stasheff [34]; other references are 
mentioned in the Introduction. Recall, from the Conventions, that - unless differently 
specified - all sums C range over integral indices > 1; and CP4,” is meant over 
indices p>l,q>l,p+q=n+ 1. 
4.1. The bar construction .for d-modules 
The bar coalgebra BA = T’CA over a d-module A is the tensor coalgebra (2.4) over 
the suspended complex CA (2.2) 
B=T’C:Dm-+Dc, BA= @ (CA)@’ 
n>o 
(1) 
Again, the canonical injections and projections are written i, and p,, 
i, : (ZA)@” s BA : p,,. (2) 
A canonical generator of BA is expressed in the Eilenberg-Mac Lane form 
[anI . . . Ial] = in(c7an @ . . . ~~al)=i,a~‘“(...~aa3~a2~al) 
= in@.“7,(a, @ . . @ al ) (3) 
through o : A 41 CA and the z-involution (the bar acts on the even terms, from the 
right end) 
z,(a,~...~a,)=...~~a4~a~~,az&ial. (4) 
A (non-null) element [al I. . . la,] belonging to i,(CA)@” c BA is said to be n-ary; its 
degree is n + C deg(ai). Note also that @‘“.(a-’ )@n = (- 1 )n(n-1)/2 = (- l)Lni21. 
Consider now a graded map f : BA + BB, which is comultiplicative (hence of degree 
0) or more generally a coderivation between two comultiplicative maps (2.5). In both 
cases (see 2.4.6, 2.6.1), f is determined by its first projection pl f : BA 4 CB, an 
arbitrary graded map, or equivalently by its components pl fin : (CA)Bn -+ CB, arbitrary 
graded maps of fixed degree (the one of f). But it is convenient to call component of 
f a graded map fn :A@’ ---f B (deg(f,) = deg(f) + n - l), though there seems to be 
no natural choice of sign. We choose to make the following square commutative: 
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The graded maps linking BA (or its tensor powers) to other d-modules can be 
determined by their composition with i,, (i.e., their value on generators) or pn, or both. 
In particular, the comultiplication d and the differential (which we write di for future 
convenience) are determined by each of the following formulae (from 2.4): 
Ll [ail... I41 = c ia1 I . . . lql @ [q+1 I . . . bnl, (6) 
jtn 
Ai, = c in-j @ ij, (pr @ ps)A = pris, (pr CC ps)Ain = C+,, (7) 
j-en 
p,dli, = (ax), = c( l”-j @ aZ @ lj-I), p,dli, = 0 (m #n). (9) 
i<n 
4.2. Sha-algebras 
A strongly homotopy associative (dzfirentiul) algebra, or sha-algebra, or A,- 
algebra, is a graded module A equipped with a differential d : BA +_I BA of coal- 
gebras. Since any coderivation is determined by its components (2.6), it is equivalent 
to assign a sequence of graded maps, the pseudodifSerentials ,, (n > 1) of A (coincid- 
ing up to sign with the components) 
d,=(-1)“a-1pldi,a~‘“:A~n--t,_2A (1) 
under coherence conditons making dd = 0 (apply the condition 2.6.2 to al, = pldi, and 
rewrite it for a =(-iy+avy 
(sh.n) & (-I)"i'4;is'xaq~I")=o (n > 1). 
pqln;j<p 
In low degree, and writing a = ai, we have 
(sh.1) aa=o, 
(sh.2) aa - a2ag =o, 
(sh.3) aa3+a3aB=a2(ma2-a2m), 
(sh.4) aa4-a4aB=a2(ma3+a3m) 
-a3(i~i1a2-i~a2~i+a2~i1i) 
so that, in Dm, d = 8, is a differential (called the dzjkentiul of A); m = d2 (the mul- 
tiplication of A) is consistent with the former; 83 (the associativity homotopy) is the 
centre of a homotopy a measuring the deviation of m from associativity; 84 (the coher- 
ence 2-homotopy of A) is the centre of a 2-homotpy CO (3.4) representing the deviation 
of CI from strict coherence; and so on 
a:m(m~1)+m(l@mz):A~3~A (2) 
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~::(cc~l)+cc(l~~ml)+m(l~a)~a(m~1~1)+a(l~1~m) 
:m(m@l)(m~111)-+m(l~m)(l~1~m):A@4LA. (3) 
Given the pseudodifferentials, the differential d is calculated through an infinite sum, 
which is finite over any element (d,[u, 1 . . . IuP] = 0, for n > p) 
= C (-l)j+“[all”‘lajld,(“’ @Gj+n-I ~Uj+,)lUj+,+l(".lUp]. (4) 
Osj<p-n 
An n-strict shu-ukgbru has 8, = 0 for p>n. Equivalently, (A,(c$,),~,) has to satisfy 
the original axioms (sh.1 ), . . , (sh.n), plus n - 1 strict coherence conditions (st.n.j), 
obtained from (sh.n+ l),. . . ,(sh.2n- 1) annihilating all 8, with p>n (the remaining sh- 
conditions become trivial). Thus, there is no additional condition for n = 1 (d-module); 
there is one for n =2, &(l C9 &)= &(a2 d 1) (associative d-algebra); and there are 
two for 3-strict shu-algebras 
(st.3.1) a2(i~a3+a3~i)=a3ci~i~aa,-i~a2~i+aa,~i~i), 
(st.3.2) a3(i~i~a3+i~a3~i+(33~i~i)=o 
the first of which corresponds to the usual “pentagonal” coherence condition for a (in 
a monoidal category [24] or, more generally, in a “tensor” of a monoidal 2-category 
[191). 
4.3. The morphisms 
A shu-morphism f : A + B, or strongly homotopy multiplicative d-map between sha- 
algebras, is a morphism f : BA + BB of d-coalgebras. The resulting category Sha is a 
full subcategory of DC, through the bar embedding B (“identical” on maps). 
The morphism f, as a comultiplicative map, is determined by the graded map plf : 
BA -fo CB (2.4), or equivalently by its components fn = o-'Pi fin@." :A@‘” + B 
(deg(f,) = n - 1). Then df and f d are coderivations along f, determined by their 
first projection (2%2.6), and it suffices to characterise the relation p1 fd = pldf on 
the components of f. This amounts to 
(shm.n) C (-w,qf,, 8 ... mfq,) 
P% /4/=” 
_ C (_1)p+4j+jfp(lP-j~aq~lj-l)=o, 
pqln;jlp 
(shm.1) afl - fla = 0, 
(shm.2) af2 + f2a, = a2(fl B fl ) - .fla2, 
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(shm.3) af3 - f3a, = az(fl g h - f2 8 fl ) - a3(fl B fl 8 fi ) 
+f2(l @a2 - a2B l)+fd, 
so that f, is a morphism of d-modules; f2 is the centre of the homotopy f 2 measuring 
the deviation of fi from the multiplicative property; f3 is the centre of a 2-homotopy 
f 3 which links f 2 to the associativity homotopies CI : m(m @ 1) -+ m( 1 @m) (of A and 
B, with centre i33) and represents the deviation of our previous homotopy f 2 from 
strict coherence, and so on 
f2:fimwn(fi@ffi):A@2+B, (1) 
f3: flu+ f2(1 @m>+m(fi @ f2)+ f2(m@ l>+m(f2@ fi)+afy3 
: firn(rn@ l)+m(l m)f,@3. (2) 
Again by standard calculation, the composition (expressed via the r-involution, 4.1) 
is 
= c gp(. . “& @ fq3 8 fq* @ fql ). (3) 
lsn; lql=” 
A strict sha-map, with fn = 0 for n> 1, will be written f : A + B and identified 
to its first component, a graded map f : A -0 B strictly preserving the whole structure 
(a, f @n = f a,). Its (right or left) composition with an arbitrary sha-map g, if legitimate, 
has components 
(sf )n = Sri... @, (f s)n = f & (495) 
Dash is the full subcategory of associative d-algebras and strongly homotopy mul- 
tiplicative morphisms between them or dash-morphisms. Setting 8, = 0 for p >2 and 
a2 = m, we get 
(dash.n) ~f~+(-l)“f,~,=~(-l)~(f~-~(l~-~~m~l~-~-1)-m(fi~fni)), 
jcn 
4.4. Perturbations 
Given a sha-algebra (A,(&)) a perturbation of A will be any graded map 8: : 
A -f_l A such that, replacing & with 8, + al,, and leaving the other pseudodifferen- 
tials unchanged, we get a (perturbed) sha-algebra A’ (on the same graded module). 
Working on the conditon (sh.n), it is easy to see that this happens iff ai verifies the 
following conditions (which can be written in a uniform way when, as it often happens, 
a;.a; =o): 
a;.a; +a;.al +al.a; =o a;.a, - (-lya,.a;B =o cn 2 2). (1) 
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Given a sha-map f : A + B of components fn, and two perturbations a{A, a{ B of 
its domain and codomain, we say that f is consistent with them if it is also a sha- 
morphism f : A’ =+ B’, for the perturbed structures. From (shm.n), this happens iff 
a;.f, +(-i)nfn.a;B =o cn 2 1). (2) 
5. Homotopies for strongly homotopy associative algebras 
The path functor P of d-modules is extended to Sha, supplying homotopies which 
coincide with the ones given by the full embedding B in DC. 
5.1. The path object 
First, the path hmctor P of Dm can be extended to graded maps (see 2.2) 
P(f)=f @Qf @f> szf(OX)=(-l)deg(f).W(fX), 
avf = f a>:, c.Pf = f.c 
(1) 
preserving the naturality of t : P @ P --t P(- @ -); the n-tensor t, (3.8.2) gives thus 
tn:(PA,)@ ..’ @(PA,)+P(A1@ ‘.’ @A,), 
tn.(Pf1 @J”‘@Pfn)=P(fl@ “. @JI).L (2) 
We define now the path-object PA of a sha-algebra A enriching the d-module PA 
of the following pseudodifferentials (n > 2) 
alp(x,z,y)=(ax,-x-azfy,ay), a,P=p(a,).t,:(PA)@fi+PA, 
a,wl,zl, yl ) g . . g (xnx,,zn, Y,)) 
= (a,cx, 8 . . . 8X,),(-1)“C a,(68 ... C3Zj-I @Zj@3_Yj+lC3 ... BY,), 
~n(Yl @ . . . @ Yn>) 
also characterised by 
aE.a,P=a,.a@n (n 2 I), 
c.a,P=-a- - ~+a+, 
c.d,P=(-l)“Cd,(ri-~“-j~c~d’~j-‘) (n > 2). 
(3) 
(4) 
In particular by (4), we have two strict morphisms d-,8+ : PA -+A whose first 
components are the original a-, d+ : PA +A. Similarly, we have a strict morphism 
e:A+PA. 
Noting that the differential d,P can be decomposed as 
a,P=fya,)+a; :PA+PA, ~:(~,Z,Y)=(O,-~+Ym (5) 
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the consistence of the sha-structure over PA is easily checked in two steps, through 
the notion of perturbed sha-algebra (4.4). First, the morphisms (P&.t,,)n~l define an 
(unperturbed) sha-structure over the graded module PA (apply (2)) 
c (-1)~‘+qPa,.tp).(P1~%3(Paq.tq)@Pl@~-l) 
PqIWIp 
(6) 
Second, the map al, is indeed a perturbation, since &P is a differential and, for n > 2, 
an easy calculation shows that 8: annihilates the following expression (as required in 
4.4.1) 
( al.a,P-(-l)“Cd,P(P~“-i~(7;~P~j-l) ((xt,zt,yt)@... @(x,,z,,y,)). jln ) 
(7) 
5.2. The path jiinctor 
The lax-monoidal path functor P= (P,e,t): Dm-+Dm lifts to P: Sha+ Sha 
(extending the path functor of Da). For f :A+B, define Pf : PA+PB 
(Pj-)n = Pfn.tn : (PA)@’ + P(A@“) -+n_l PB, 
d’(Pf), = d’.Pf,.t, = fn.a8t,, = f,.i?8’n : (PA)“” -+-_l B (d’.Pf = j-d”), 
c(P~)~ = c.Pfn.t,, = JI,.c& = c x.(8-@‘-j @c @a+@-’ ) : (PA)@‘” +n B. (1) 
Again, the consistence can be proved through perturbation (4.4): it works for the 
“unperturbed structure” (Pa,. tn )n 2 1 
c pa,.t,c . . BpTq2.tq2 8 pf4, .tq,) 
p<n; lql=n 
(2) =c (-l)“+qj+~+lPfp.t@-~ gPd,.t, gl V-l) 
pqln;j<p 
and computation shows that al, (Pf),, + (- 1 )“(Pf),${ = 0 (n > 1). 
The preservation of composition follows easily from the naturality formula tp.(pfl 
@... @Pfp) = P(fl 63. . . C9 f,).t, (5.1.2); taking a second morphism g : B =+ C, 
vvf>n = c v%)p~p((Pf)q, 8. . . @ (Pf)q, ) 
PI n; Iql=n 
= c p~p.tp.~pv-ffq,.tq, c+ . . ’ c3 Pf4, .tq, ) 
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=c QP.wY& @ .. . @ f4, )).tp(tqp c3. . c3 t4, ) 
= c P(&Jp(fq, 69. . . @ .I& )>.tn =P(gf)n.tn = (WSf>)n 
Clearly, P preserves n-strict sha-algebras (by 5.1.3) as well as strict maps. 
(3) 
5.3. Lifting monoidal transformations 
Every monoidal natural transformation u : P -+ P : Dm 4 Dm (verifying t,.(d)@” = 
u(A@)“).t,) lifts to a natural u: P-+P: Sha--+Sha, with the “same” strict morphism 
uA = ulAl : PA --f PA for each object (as for Da, 3.8.5). Naturality over sha-maps fol- 
lows directly from the composition formulae of a strict map (4.3.4-4.3.5). More gener- 
ally, the same holds for monoidal transformations u : P” + P”. And the lifting preserves 
their vertical and horizontal compositions. 
Sha inherits thus a symmetric cubical comonad (P, a’, e,g’,S) (1.6) extending the 
one of Da. Instead, sum, lens collapse and reversion need a more complex procedure 
(Sections 6, 7). 
5.4. Homotopies 
Sha has homotopies, defined by P, which we describe now analytically. By defini- 
tion, a homotopy u : f 3 g : A + B is represented by a sha-morphism whose component 
is written qn) 
u:A+PB, f=d-u, g=a+u, 
zq,,) :A@” +,,- I PB, u,=cu(,):A@~+,B (n>l) 
(1) 
while we reserve u, for the (more useful) central component CU(,,). As in Dm 
(3.1.6-3.1.7) homotopies have a reduced horizontal composition with morphisms 
(b o u o a = Pb.u.a) and each map f has a trivial endohomotopy 0, = ef : f + f (sup- 
plying an h-structure, 1 .l ). The homotopy relation f 21 g (there is a homotopy u : f + g) 
will be proved much later to be a congruence (7.3); at the moment, we only know it 
is reflexive and weakly cornpositive: f N g implies bfa TX bga, through b o u o a. 
Explicitly, a homotopy u amounts to a pair of sha-maps f, g : A + B, together with a 
family (u, : A@’ -+, B) of graded maps verifying suitable conditions (shh.n), obtained 
by interpreting the conditions (shm.n) for u: A +PB, through the differential of PB 
(5.1.4) 
(shh.n) fn - gn = c (-l)p+qi+~up(lp-j@ a4 @ lj-‘) 
pqln;j<p 
+ c (- 1 >‘f$Jp(f7,, @ . . c3 “&+1 c3 uq, 8 gq,_ / @J . . @ Yy, > 
jlpln;lql=n 
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(shh.1) du1 +u1a=-fl +g1 
(shh.2) au2 - u2& = -f2 + 92 + w 82 - f32(f1 @ Ul + Ul 63 91) 
so that, in low degree, ui is the centre of a Dm-homotopy u1 : fi + g1 and u2 is the 
centre of a 2-homotopy u2 : A @A + P2B (recall that f2 is the centre of f 2 : flm + m 
u-1 @hfi> 4.3.1) 
u2 : u’m + g2 +f2 +m(fl @u’ +u’@ggl):flm+m(gl @gl):A@A+B. (2) 
As for d-modules (3.3.8), the functor P is extended to homotopies u : f =x1 g : A + B 
through s 
PU = s.Pu : A + P2B, &:Pf+Pg:PA+PB. (3) 
By restriction, we get homotopies in Dash (as well as in Da and Dm) 
du,-(-l)“u,ci~=-f,+g,-~(-l)“+iu,-l(l”-1-i~m~li-1) 
j<n 
- C m(fp @'q-Up@gq). 
p+q=n 
(4) 
5.5. Higher order homotopies 
The second-order path functor P2 : Sha + Sha supplies double homotopies U : A + 
P2B, with a boundary consisting of four linked homotopies, as for d-modules (3.4.1). 
Again, a 2-homotopy is assumed to have trivial vertical faces PB&.U. (The faces of 
P2 are written Pa” and d&P, according to the notation of 5.3 for lifting monoidal 
transformations.) 
In other words, a 2-homotopy U: u 32 v : f ~1 g : A + B is represented by a 
morphism U 
l_J:A+P2B, 
u = a-fw, v = a+p.u; pa-.u=o,, pa+.u=o,; (1) 
it amounts to a pair of 1-homotopies u, v : f ~1 g : A + B and a family of central 
components U,, = c2.U~,) :A@” +“+I B, verifying conditions which derive from (shh.n) 
for U:u+lv:A+PB 
(2-shh.n) un - v, = c 
(_l)~+4i+.ic$(lp-_j~~q~l~-~) 
p4lGlp 
- 
c (- 1 )paprp(fq, g . . .8 f4/+, 
ilplf4ql=n 
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In particular, UI is the centre of a 2-homotopy, and Ul the centre of a 3-homotopy 
in Dm 
(2-shh. 1) au, - ula=U, -vl, 
(2-shh.2) au, + u2a, = u2 - v2 - uI a2 + a2(f, ~3 u, + uI 8 .41 1. 
Let us note at once that, in contrast with the very complicated reversion of 
1-homotopies (Section 7), we have here an obvious vertical reversion: changing sign to 
each component r/,, we get a 2-homotopy (which will be seen later to be the opposite 
of U for the vertical sum, Section 6) 
--,U:v+2u: f +,g:A+B. (2) 
In the same way, a 3-homotopy U :u*s ~:a+:! 6: f ~1 g:A+B has central 
components U,, = c~.U(~) : A@” +,,+2 B verifying the following conditions (similar to 
(shh.n) and ,free of a, b) 
(3-shh.n) u,, - v, = C (_l)p+4~+jUp(l~-i~~q~lj-~) 
p9In;ilp 
+ c (- 1 )‘@,(f4, @ . @ &+, 
i5p<n;lql=n 
@ u9, @ Yq,_, 8. . .@a g9, 1. 
In general, the central components U,, = cp UC,,) of a p-homotopy U : u +, v : . : f 
~1 g :A + B have to satisfy the conditions (2-shh.n) for p even, (3-shh.n) for p 
odd>l. This is also true for p = 1, taking u = f and v = g. 
5.6. Homotopies of strict morphisms and strict homotopies 
A homotopy u : f + g between two strict morphisms f = f,, g = g1 : A -+B has a 
simpler description. Translating (shh.n) in this case, and leaving understood the first 
condition au, +qa=-f, +gl, we get for ~222 
c ((-I) 
p+qj+jllp(Ip-_j~~q~llj-l) 
pqln;.i<p 
+ (- 1 y+9j+jq f @p-j 8 uq gg@j-l )) = 0. (1) 
On the other hand, a homotopy u : f =+ g : A + B between arbitrary sha-morphisms 
will be said to be a strict homotopy if all its central components u, = cu(,) vanish 
after ut . Of course, the representative morphism u : A + PB is not strict, unless also f 
and g are so. The coherence conditions reduce now to the following ones (for n > 1) 
fn-gn=-24, 
+ c (- 1 )‘qJp(,&,_, @“‘@JTqj@“uI @99,-l @“‘@g9f). C2) 
j<p<n;Jql=n-I 
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The extension B preserves strict homotopies (let n > 1) 
cP.(Pu), = cP.s.Plq+t,P = PcPu(,).t”P = P&&P = 0. 
5.7. Synthetic description of homotopies in Sha 
(3) 
A homotopy CI : f + g : C -+ D in DC is determined by a coderivation h = cc( :C -)I D 
from f to g, verifying a differential condition (2) 
dh=(f ci+h+h@g)d, d(h)=dh+hd=f -g (192) 
(d as in 2.1.3) contrasting in sign with our choice for d-modules and d-algebras; this is 
convenient, because the bar embedding B : Sha -+ DC is realised through the suspension. 
Now, if C = BA and D =BB are sha-algebras, the coderivation h is determined by 
its components h, = a-’ pl hi,@‘” : A@‘” +, B, and the condition (2) can be expressed 
through them; calculation shows that this amounts precisely to the conditions (shh.n). 
There is thus a bijective correspondence fi between homotopies in Sha and homotopies 
in DC (of sha-algebras) 
(u: f +g:A+B)H(fiu: f -+g:BA+BB) (3) 
realised by defining the components of c.k to coincide with the central components 
of 24. 
5.8. Twisted cochains and homotopies 
Because of the universal property of the tensor coalgebra, a morphism of coalgebras 
f : BA -+ BB amounts to an arbitrary graded map f’ = 0-l pl f : BA +_I B. And f is 
a sha-morphism f : A + B iff it verifies the differential condition d(f) = df -fd = 0; 
f amounts thus to a (generalised) twisted cochain, i.e. a map f’ : BA --_I B verifying 
f’d= c (-l)“i$f”%l,; (1) 
indeed, fd - df is a coderivation along f (2.5) and its vanishing is equivalent to 
a-‘pr( fd - df) = 0 (2.6), which can be expressed as above. 
Similarly, a sha-homotopy u : f + g : A + B amounts to a graded map h = cu : BA -+I 
BB verifying a comultiplicative property (Ah = (f @I h + h @ g)d ) and a differential 
one (d(h) = dh + hd = f - g). Because of the first, h is determined by a graded map 
h’ = a-l pl h : BA -+o B (provided f and g are given); the second condition is expressed 
on h’, f’,g’, as 
h’d = f’ _ g’ _ c (_ 1 )“+“j+j~,( f ‘@+j @ h’ @ g’@j-l )A,. (2) 
n;j<n 
In the Dash case (with m = &), the description of morphisms and homotopies 
through twisted cochains reduces to the following conditions (using the U-product of 
graded maps BA + B, 2.3) 
d(f’)=i?f’ + f’d=m(f’@ f’)d = f’u f’, (3) 
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d(h’) = 8~’ - h’d =-f’ + g’ - m(f’ @ h’ - h’ @ g’)d 
= -.f’ + g’ - f’ u h’ f h’ u g’. (4) 
6. Sum of homotopies 
In Dash and Sha, homotopies can be vertically composed by means of a bx- 
natural transformation k : Q -+ P. Its main properties are distinguished by letters (a), 
(b), . 
6.1. Pullbacks of’ strict morphisms 
Let two strict sha-morphisms be given f’ : Ai + B (i = 1,2), and consider their 
(ordinary) pullback pi : A + IAil in Dm. Then the unique sha-structure (Q) over A 
for which the projections pi are strict morphisms 
(1) 
makes A the pullback in Sha (with projections pi). 
Indeed, the axioms of sha-algebra for A are easily deduced from the correspond- 
ing properties of Ai. As to the pullback property, take a pair of sha-maps g’ : Z =+ A, 
such that the composite f i.gi does not depend on i; then the same holds on each 
component, (f’.gi)n = flgh : ZBn + B, and there exists a unique sequence of graded 
maps gn : Z in_ 1 A verifying pig,, = gh. These components define a sha-map g : Z =+ A, 
since the coherence conditions hold for g’ and g2; and g is strict iff both g’ and g2 
are so. 
Since P preserves pullbacks in Dm, P preserves the pullbacks of strict morphisms. 
Binary products in Sha are obtained by letting B= 0; it is easy to see that they also 
satisfy the second-order universal property, with respect to homotopies (1.1). 
6.2. The jiinctor Q 
Also the functor of composable paths Q : Dm -+ Dm (3.2) is lax-monoidal 
(QA)n =A, @&+I $4 cBA,+I @A,, 
dQ(x, u, y, D,Z) = (dx, -x - &A + y, Sy, -y - c?v +z, dz), 
t:(QA>@(QB>-Q(A@B), 
t((x,~,Y,~,z)~(x',u',y',u',z')) 
=(x@x’,u~y’+x@u’,y63y’,uc?~z’+y@u’,z@z’). (1) 
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The lifting Q: Sha +Sha of Q, constructed as for P (5.1-2), coincides with the 
composition pullback in Sha (6.1) 
&Q = Q& .tn : (QA)@‘” --) Q(A@‘) + QA (n 2 2), 
a&a,Q=a,.a&Q (E=--'*s++), 
(2) 
(Qf)n=Qf,.t,:<QA>~~-Q(A”‘>-Q~ (n? 1). 
The natural transformations 
(3) 
a--,a*,a++:Q+ 1; k-,k+:Q-P; eQ:l+Q; s’:PQ+QP (4) 
(over Dm, 3.2-3) are monoidal, and lift to strict natural transformations between the 
corresponding endofunctors of Sha; P preserves the composition pullbacks QA (6.1) 
and s’ is iso. Instead, the sum k : Q + P of Dm is only monoidal up to homotopy; 
its extension to Sha, given by the theorem below (6.3), will only be natural up to 
2-homotopy, according to the following definition. 
A --transformation u : F + P, for some F : Sha + Sha, assigns to each object A a 
morphism UA : FA =s PA so that, for each f : A + B, the usual square be ~-commutative. 
In other words, there exists a morphism u(f) : FA + P2B representing 
as in (6) 
FA % PA 
Ffu N UPf, u(f):uB.Ff+Pf.uA:FA+PB. 
FB z PB 
a 2-homotopy 
(596) 
This is stronger than requiring I-homotopy (with values in PB): the vertical faces 
Pa”.u(f) are trivial, so that the two composites of the square (4) have the same faces 
(a&(U.Ff)=aE(Pf.U)=f.d&U) and 8% : F + 1 are natural transformations. 
In general, we do not require coherence conditions for the family (us); but, for the 
transformation k, the problem is solved here below, or at least deferred to the next 
level up. It is also relevant that all the --natural transformations we are going to 
consider are strictly natural over strict maps f : CZ(U~)~ = 0, implying that uB.Ff = 
Pf .uA. 
6.3. Theorem I (The sum-map). For each sha-algebra A, there is a morphism kA: 
QA + PA (path-composition or sum-map) verifying 
(a)& :a-- +1 a++ : QA +A, (8-k = a-- = a-k-, a+k = a++ = a+k+); 
(b) k : Q =+ P is a --natural transformation (6.2), strictly natural over strict maps. 
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It has the following central components k, = ck(,) : (QA)@* +,,A 
kl =c- +c+, k, =(-l)“&w, (n 2 2), 
wxyxyz = w(x, v,z) = a-- @X-l ac- @+8-l @C+@)‘++rzJ-‘, 
wn = c wxYz :(QA)@‘” -2 A, 
xY+ 
(k2 = dz(c- 8 c+>, k3 =-d3(d-- @c- @c+ tc- @aa’ @cc+ +c- gc+ ma++)>. 
(1) 
As to --naturality, given a morphism f : A + B, the 2-homotopy K = k( f) is built 
by means of the same graded maps w,, and wxyz. 
K=k(f):k.Qf +Pf.k:fa--=+, ~~++:QA+B; (2) 
Pf.k 
fa-- ---+ fa++ 
0 k(f) 0 ; (3) 
a-- .Qf F a++ .Qf 
k.Qf 
K, = c2 kf(,,, = fn.wnA = Cf nwx,A : (QA)@’ -+n+~ B;
XYh 
K,=O:QA+B, K2 = f2(c- @c+) : (QA)@’ +3 B, 
K3=f3(a--@c-@c++c-@a*@c++c-@c+&J++):(QA)@3+4B. 
(4) 
(5) 
If f is a strict morphism, all the components fn appearing in the sum dejining 
cz(kf )n are null (since n = r+s+t- 1 > 2), and k(f) is trivial. Restricting to Dash, k4 
has only two non-trivial central components (k, = c- + c+, k2 = d2(c- @c+)), while 
k(f) is not “bounded”. 
Finally, also the family of these 2-homotopies k( f ), is “coherent”: it satisfies three 
properties, with respect to identities, to pairs of composable maps, and to homotopies, 
the first two holding strictly, the third up to 3-homotopy, as made precise in the 
proof (9.3). 
(The last fact produces a new family k(u) of 3-homotopies, indexed over 
1-homotopies, whose coherence we do not investigate. Clearly, there is a global trans- 
formation k(X), turning a (p - 2)-homotopy X into a p-homotopy, whose general 
definition is easy to guess from the three cases we know (cP .I&(,, = (- l)PX,w, : 
(QA)‘” +nfp-l B; if X is an object, or (-1)-homotopy, X, means here (- l)“&X); 
but the general structure of this global transformation needs investigation.) 
Proof. See 9.1-9.3. 0 
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6.4. The sum of homotopies 
Given two consecutive homotopies u: f +g, v: g + h (f,g,h: A+ B) we write 
again u A v : A + QB the morphism determined by them, by pullback. 
Their sum, or vertical composition, u + v : f + h is represented by 
w=u+v=kB.(uAv):A+PB (k-.(uAv)=u, k+.(uAv)=v); (1) 
by the composition formula (4.3.3), w has the following central components: 
w,-(z&+21,)= c (-l)Pa,w,,z,((uAV)q,~ ‘.’ @(UAU)q,) 
pin; Iql=n; 4P 
= c (-l)p+“+l~p~p(fq, @ . . . @fq,+s+, @ Gq,+$ 
r+slpln; Iql=n 
(2) 
w1 =u1 + Vl, w2 = u2 + 02 + dz(u1 @ VI), 
w3 = 243 + 213 + dZ(Ul @ u2 + 2.42 @ Vl > 
+ d,(fl @ Ul @ 01 + Ul @ g1 @ Vl + Ul 8 Vl @ hl). (3) 
Note that, even if u and v are strict homotopies between strict morphisms (5.6), 
u + v need not be a strict homotopy. For instance, k = k- +v k+ : a-- + a++ is not 
strict. 
The composition of homotopies with maps (b o u o a = Pb. u .a) distributes with 
respect to the sum, strictly to the right, but up to 2-homotopy to the left (where 
the --naturality of k plays) 
(u + v).a = ua + vu, (4) 
bo(u+v)=Pb.(u+v)~(Pb.u)+(Pb.v)=bou+bov. (5) 
The sum of homotopies is not strictly associative, but satisfies nevertheless some 
remarkable regularity properties: 
(c) Of + u = u = u + 0, (strict vertical identities), 
(d) u + v = u’ + v = u + v’ implies (u = U’ and v = v’) (cancellation laws). 
The first follows trivially from (2). As to the second: given w : f 3 h and v : g + h 
there is at most one homotopy u : f + g such that w = u + v. Indeed, ul = w1 - vl, 
and the formula (2) gives an inductive formula for u, (depending on ul,. . . , u,-~). It 
would be interesting to determine whether this left difSerence always exists, or under 
which conditions it does; but it is already quite complicated to prove the existence of 
the left reversion, namely the solution of uf 1 = 0, with such simple strict homotopies 
between strict maps as v = lP : a-+ a+ and w = 0 : d+ + i3+ (Sections 7,9). 
In Dash, the sum of homotopies can be expressed on components, as in (6) 
w, = U, + v, + c m(uq @VP), 
p+q=n 
w’ = u’ + v’ + u’ u v’ (637) 
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or on the associated twisted cochains u’, u’ : BA +O B (5.8), with their ordinary sum 
(as graded maps) and U-product (2.3). It is easy to see, from any of these formulae, 
that it is strictly associative. 
6.5. Sum of double homotopies 
The vertical and horizontal sum of double homotopies (and 2-homotopies) is defined 
as for d-modules (3.4.3) through kP : QP + P2 and Pk : PQ + P2 
U+, V=kP.(Ur\,V), U+, U’=Pk.(U/\,, U’), 
s(U+,, U’)=sU+,sU’ (1) 
and all this can be computed through 6.4.2, giving an explicit formula for the central 
components. But we are mainly interested in some particular cases, where the result is 
very simple. 
First, within 2-homotopies, the central components of a vertical sum W = U +b V 
are simply given by the sum of the central components of U and V 
K,=c2.Fyi,)=u,+ v, 
(U:u+v: f =xg:A+B, V:v+w: f =+g:A+B). (2) 
This follows by the sum formula above (6.4.2), interpreting U, V, W as I-homotopies 
in PB (replace W, with cP. H&j, p d with a,P, and so on) and remarking that, while com- 
puting the right-hand member and distributing the pseudodifferential a,,P = cjlp (- 1)” 
~~(~-@/‘-J @c@d+@/-‘) over a generic tensor factor, one gets at least one factor of 
type 8 .cP. lJcqj or a’.cP. y4), which vanishes because U and V are 2-homotopies. 
Consequently, this operation satisfies strict regularity properties, as for d-modules: 
(e) the vertical sum of 2-homotopies is strictly ussociutive, has strict identities 
0, = eP.u and strict opposites, computed as in 55.2: (-,U), = - U,. The 2-homotopy 
relation u N v is an equivalence (and, a fortiori, so are all the higher-order relations 
LY,,, n 22, while the case n = 1 will be proved in the next section). The exrhunge 
property between the vertical and horizontal sums holds strictly (see 3.4) and endo- 
2-homotopies commute (U fv V = V fv U, for U, V : u =s u : f + g). 
To prove the exchange property, note that it holds trivially on the boundary; and 
it also holds in the centre since, even if the horizontal sum of 2-homotopies is not 
strictly associative (it is not so on the horizontal faces!), its central components are 
still computed as a sum, because of (1) (2) 
c2( u +h U’)(n) = u, + u,’ (U:u+v: f +g, U’:u’+v’:y+h). (3) 
Second, coming back to a vertical sum W = U +” V of double homotopies, we con- 
sider two very particular situations, referred to in the sequel as instances of the “easy” 
sum: 
(i) if, for all n, U,, =0 and C.cP.Uc,, = 0, then W, = V, (for all n), 
(ii) if, for all n, V, = 0 and @.cP. yin, =O, then W, = U,, (for all n). 
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The argument is similar to the previous one: in the right-hand part of 64.2 there 
always is at least one factor of type c.cP. UC,) or a- .cP. UC,), which vanishes in case 
(i); and there always is some factor of type c .cP. b&) or a+ .cP. &), which vanishes 
in case (ii). Note that (i) does not imply IV= V, unless the vertical faces of U are 
trivial (in which case, U is a vertical identity). 
For instance, for each u :X =+ PA, g+ .U verifies the hypotheses of (i) and g- . u the 
ones of (ii). Thus, g+ +” g- = Pe : P + P2, since this is clearly correct on the boundary 
and, applying either (i) or (ii), it also holds in the centre: c2(gf +” g-)=O=czPe. 
6.6. Algebraic properties of the sum-map 
We prove now that 
(f) ke, = e, 
(g) kP.s’=s.Pk, 
(h) kP.Qk-Pk.kQ 
recalling that eQ : A + QA is induced by e : 1 + P (k_eQ = e = k+eQ) and s’ : PQA -+ 
QPA by the interchange s : P2 + P2 (k”P.s’ = s .Pk”); s’ is iso (6.2). 
The first property is obvious, since c’ep = 0. The second holds on faces 
a&P.(kP.s’)=a~EP.s~=a~P.k~P.sf=a~P.s.Pk~=Pa&P.Pk&=Pa~E=Pa&.Pk 
= a”P.(s.Pk), 
Pa”.(kP.s’)=k.Qa’.s’=k.a”Q=a”P.Pk=Pa”.(s.Pk) 
and is easily verified on the centre of the n-component (n 2 2): 
c.cP.(kP.s’), =c.cP.(kP),.s’@‘“=(-l)“c&P.w,P.s’@’” 
= C a,(a-CW-iBcca+@i-l) 
xyzln; i<n 
.(a-- @x-1PBc-P63a *By--lp 8 c+p 8 a++C3--lp).sG3n 
(1) 
=c a,(a--8-l g c- g &@Y-1 g c+ m a++@z- 1) 
.( Qa-@n-i @a Qc @ Qd+“‘-‘).s’@‘” 
= c a,w,(a-@“-‘Q @ CQ 63 a+@J-‘Q) = a,w, .ctnQ, 
i<n 
(2) 
c.cP.s.(Pk), =c.Pc.(Pk),~,Q=c.Pk,,.t~Q 
=(-l)“C.Pan.Pwn.tnQ=an.Wn.ctnQ. (3) 
Finally, the relation (h) is a particular instance of the --naturality of k (Theorem I, 
6.3.2), over the map f =kA : QA+PA. In fact, we have a 2-homotopy, with values 
in PA (which is not a 3-homotopy in A, since the double homotopies kP.Qk, Pk.kQ 
are not 2-homotopies) 
(4) 
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6.7. Lens collapse 
We construct now a lens-collapse WA : P2A ---) P2A for Sha, extending the one of 
Dm (3.5) and verifying similar conditions, except naturality 
(k) WA:P*A*P~A, a-P.w=a-P+Pa+, a+P.w=Pa-+afp,pa5w=o; 
(m) W is a --natural transformation, strictly natural over strict maps; 
(n) W is a strong, i.e. all the lens conversions U H W. U are bijective (in the sense 
of 3.5). 
Let us write the nine graded projections P2A ---f A in the usual way (as in the square 
3.3.2) 
a=a-.a-P:P2A+A, b=a+.a-P, c=a-.a+p, d=a+.a+P, 
x=c.d-P:P*A +1 A, y=c.a+p, u=~.~a-, v=c.pa+, 
z=c2:P2Ah2A. (1) 
Now, W can be defined as in Dm, by a horizontal sum of three double homotopies, 
where the two possible ways of associating sums give the same result: 
w = g+ .Pa- l th 1 +h g- .Pa+ : p2 + p2 (Sw=g+.Pa-+,~+,g-.pa+), (2) 
(3) 
a- a-b - d 
0 x L' 
Indeed, this coincidence holds trivially on the boundary; in the centre, it follows from 
the “easy” sum of double homotopies (6.5 i, ii), which yields the same result indepen- 
dently of parentheses 
c&+ .Pa- +h 1 fh g- .Pa+)(,] =c@.(g+ .Pd- +” S +v g- .Pa+)(,) = - c2S(,). (4) 
The faces of W are determined by the conditions (e), and can be explicitly calculated 
through our formula for the sum of homotopies (6.4.2) while c2W is determined by 
(4) (n> 1, always) 
c.8 P. a;,, =x + v: P*A +I A, 
c.KP.F$)= x(-l)“&(a@‘-l @x@bB’s-l @v@d@‘-‘):(P2A)@” dn A, (5) 
M/n 
~.B+P.n;~,=u-t y:P2Aj, A, 
c.a+P.Kf,)= C(-l)“r:,(a’xr-1~u~c~~-‘~y~d~‘-‘):(P2A)~” hn A, (6) 
rszln 
Pd-.W=(a,0,a):P2AhPA, Pa+. W=(d,O,d), (7) 
&=c~:P*A~~A, w, =o. (8) 
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The lens conversion @H IV. @ preserves thus the central components, as in Dm 
(3.5), which shows it is bijective (W is strong). Finally, we need to prove that it is 
--natural. An explicit construction of a 3-homotopy W(f) : A + P3B showing this fact 
(for f : A + B) seems not easy; we use therefore an argument based on the expression 
(2) and the --naturality of k. 
First, ternary sums of homotopies can be represented through a fimctor Q’ : Sha + 
Sha (triples of composable paths), given by an obvious limit (“triple pullback”) and 
equipped with a --natural transformation k’ : Q’A + PA, which is again strictly natural 
over strict maps (in the topological case, k’ acts by concatenating three consecutive 
paths, in a uniform way). Second, SW can be calculated interpreting the right-hand 
expression of (2) as one ternary vertical sum 
sW=k’P.Z:P2+P2, z=g+.Pa-h~g-.Pa+:P2 -Q/P. (9) 
Finally, since g+ .Pa-, s and g- . Pdf are natural transformations P* + P2, their 
“triple pullback” 2 is strictly natural; then s W = k’P.Z is N-natural and so is W. 
6.8. The 2-homotopy relation 
We already know that the 2-homotopy relation N between 1-homotopies is an equiv- 
alence relation (6.5 e); and we have considered the distributivity properties 6.4.4. 
We prove now that - satisfies the axioms (lr.4-7) for lax-regular lax h4 categories 
(1.5), deriving them from properties of P, k and W (as in [15, Theorem 2.91, for the 
non-lax case). The remaining axioms (lr.l-3) deal uniquely with the sum and either 
have already been proved (strict identities and cancellation, 6.4) or will be in the next 
section (existence of opposites, 7.3). 
(a) First, we show the consistence of - with the reduced horizontal composition: 
if #gNUI then bouooaNbou1 oa (for u 0, ut: f =+ f’:A+B; a:A’=+A; b:B+B’). 
In fact, given a 2-homotopy U : ug =+ ~1, the double homotopy V = P2b. U. a : A’ + P2B’ 
is a 2-homotopy b o uo o a + b o u1 o a. 
8P.V=dEP.P2b.U.a=Pb.d”P.U.a=Pb.u,.a=bou,~oa, 
PaE.V=Pd”.P2b.U.a=Pb.P3.U.a=Pb.0.a=0. 
(1) 
(b) The consistence of - with the sum of homotopies follows immediately from the 
horizontal sum of 2-homotopies (6.5.1) 
u:u+u’: f *g, V:v+v’:g+h; Ufh V:u+v+u’+v’: f *h. (2) 
(c) To prove the --associativity of the sum, (u + v) + w N u + (v + w), note that 
the double homotopies UO = g- . u : A + P*B and U, = g+ . v : A + P2B have a horizontal 
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pasting U in (4) 
(3>4) 
l --------i~-~ .F.---iO 
u 0 u+o c+o 
which can be further pasted, again in (4), with the double homotopy V similarly con- 
structed from v and w, producing a double homotopy H = U fh V. Its lens conversion 
L = WH : A + P2B is a 2-homotopy as required, L : (u + v) + w =+ u + (v + w). 
(d) As to the weak reduced exchange, given two cells u : f + f’ : A j B, v : g =+ g’ : 
B j C connected through B, it suffices to compose u and v (in the cubical enriched 
structure supplied by P) to get a double homotopy U whose lens conversion WU is 
the required 2-homotopy: 
U=Pv.u:A+P2C, WU:vof +g’ou * gou+vof’; 
0-e e-0 
of cf +g’u 
One can also prove that the extension P to homotopies preserves 
2.9 h). 
(5) 
(6) 
(as in [15], 
7. Reversion in Sha 
The reversion of chain complexes lifs to a left and a right reversion Y, p : PA =S PA, 
with I - p, whose restrictions to Dash coincide with (7.1); Sha and Dash are thus 
lax-regular lax h4 categories (1.5). The proof of the existence of r requires long 
calculations, which are given in Section 9. As in the previous section, the main prop- 
erties of reversions are marked by letters (a), (b), . . . 
7.1. Theorem II. For each sha-algebra A there exists a left reversion rA : PA j PA 
and a right reversion pA : PA j PA, both extending the reversion of chain complexes. 
Each can be seen as a homotopy from ai to d- and is characterised (because of 
the cancellation laws, 6.4) as the left or right opposite of the canonical homotopl, 
6 = 1 : PA + PA (Jar the non-associative sum) 
(a) rA:d+*1a-:PAiA, r+6=0:a+*,a+:PA--tA; 
(b) pA:d+*,a-:PA+A, 6+p=O:a-*,a-:PAiA. 
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The central components r,, are given by an inductive definition urom the sum- 
formula, 6.4.2) 
r,=cr(,) : (PA)@‘” +nA, q=-c:PA+1A, 
r,= c sn,ap(a+@~-l ~rr,~a-~ly-'~r~~a+~'"-l) (n>l) 
Pl”PY4P 
with sign-coefJicient expressed (under the relation p + q = n + 1) as 
(3) 
s “qxp =(_1)(4+‘)(n+x)+P=(_l)(q+‘)(x+‘)+~q 
= (_p+‘m+‘)+Pq = (_l)(“+P)(P+x)+” (4) 
and satisfy, after the first condition arl + rla = -a+ + a-, the remaining axioms for 
a homotopy of strict maps (5.6.1), which can be written as (for n > 1) 
(rev.n) C ((_l)P+4i+jrq(lP-_j~~q~lIj-l) 
P4lG < P 
+(- 1 )4+4j+jap(a+@P-_j g rqg a-@-l )) = 0. 
Symmetrically, the central components of the right reversion p (after p, = -c) are 
pn= C (-i)~+~=+=ap(a-~~-l~pl~a+~~-l~pq~a-~~-~) (n>l). (5) 
PqlGYzlP 
Proof. See 9.4-9.10. 0 
7.2. Components 
In low degree, the central components of the left reversion are 
rl=-c:PA-+lA, r-2 = a2(c f8 C) : PA” d2 A, 
~3=-a2(a2~~)(cm8c)-a3(a+~c~c+c~a-~c+c~c~a+), 
r~=a2(a2~i)(a2~i1i)c~4 
+a2(a369w+~c~c~c+cw~c~c+c~c~a+~c) 
-a3(a2mm)(c6mwm+cccccca+) 
+a3(ma2m)(a+8c8ccc) 
+a4(a+m+~ccc+a+~c~a-~c+c~a-~a-~c+ 
+a+~ccc~a++c6w~c~a++c~c~a+~a+). 
(1) 
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The coherence conditions say that r2 is the centre of a 2-homotopy I-’ measuring 
the consistence of Y’ with the product m = ~32, r3 is the centre of a 3-homotopy r3 and 
so on (in Dm; see 3.9.1) 
(rev.2) i?r2-r2a~=r,d2-a2(af~rl +rl@d-) 
r2 : r’mp +2 m,,(r’ @I r’) : a+m +I c?-m : PA @PA 4.4. (2) 
The central components of the right reversion p : PA =+ PA are symmetric (excepting 
sign); after p1 = r1 and pz = r2, they are different from the ones of r. 
7.3. Opposites 
Every homotopy u: f =+ g : A + B has a unique left opposite, ru, and a unique right 
opposite, pu (which are 2-homotopic), characterised by the following equations (apply 
the strict distributivity property 6.4.4 to r + 6 = Oi+ ; and the cancellation laws for 
uniqueness) 
ru+u=O,=e.a+u, ~+pu=O~=e.a-u. (1) 
The homotopy relation f N g is thus symmetric and in fact a congruence of categories 
(after 5.4, 6.4). We have also proved (completing 6.8) that Sha is lax-regular lax h4 
(1.5), and the track quotient Sha/- is a 2-category with invertible cells (1.2). 
Every double homotopy U: A+ P2B has unique left and right vertical opposites, 
rP. U and pp. U, with respect to _tV (as well as unique left and right horizontal 
opposites, Pr . U and Pp. U > 
rP.U fv u=eP.d+P.U, u f, pP.u=eP.d-P.U. (2) 
If U: u=+ v: f + g :A + B is a 2-homotopy, the two vertical opposites necessar- 
ily coincide with the unique vertical opposite already considered (6.5.3): -\, U = 
rP. U = pp. U. 
7.4. Algebraic properties of reversion 
The reversions r, p, characterised by the properties (a) and (b) (7. l), satisfy the 
following other main properties (proved below, in 7.5): 
(c) r and p are --natural transformations P =+ P, strictly natural over strict maps 
(d) rp = lp = pr, 
(e) r-p, (rr- 1, ppw I), 
(f) Pr.s=s.rP, Pp.s=s.pP, 
(g) g+.r=rP.Pr.g-=Pr.rP.g-, g-.p=pP.Pp.g+=Pp.pP.g+, 
(h) kr, -rk, kpQ-pk. 
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The distributivity laws for r (and p) are similar to the ones of the sum (6.4.4-5) 
(ru).a=r.(ua), Pb.(ru)-r.(Pb.u). (19 2) 
The following relations, with the symmetric ones (interchanging r and p), are in- 
stances of the ~-natural&y of k, Y and p (compare with 6.6.4) 
kP.Qr w Pr.kP, rP.PkwPk.rQ, rP.PrwPr.rP, rP.Pp-Pp.rP. (3) 
7.5. Proof. Direct computations involving the reversions are quite heavy, and it is easier 
to derive the properties above from the definitions (a), (b) of r, p and the properties 
of k, N (6.6, 6.8), through the cancellation laws for the sum (6.4). 
The relation (e), r-p, comes from the usual argument for the uniqueness of oppo- 
site, adapted to a --associative sum (r = Y + 0 = Y + (6 + p) N (Y + 6) + p = 0 + p = p). 
And (d) is an easy consequence of (a) and (b): for instance, rp = 1 comes from right 
cancellation over 
rp+p=k.(rpAp)=k.(rAd).p=(r+6).p=ed+.p=ed-=O+ =6$-p. (1) 
The --naturality of r over a morphism f : A + B follows now from the one of k. 
In fact 
Pf.r+Pf=k.(Pf.r/\Pf)=k.Qf.(r/\d)-Pf.k(rA6) 
= Pf.(r + S) = Ofa+ (2) 
whence, applying known properties of the 2-homotopy relation (6.8) 
Pf.r=Pf.r+O=Pf.r+(Pf+p.Pf) 
-(Pf.r+Pf)+p.Pf-O+p.Pf=p.Pf-r.Pf; (3) 
if f is strict, we get, in (2) Pf.r+Pf=O, whence Pf.r=r.Pf. 
Since P preserves Q-pullbacks (6.1-2), we get (f) through cancellation 
s.Pr+s=kP.(s.PrAs)=kP.s’(PrAPl)=s.Pk(PrAPl)=s.P(k(rAl)) 
=s.P(&)=eP.d+P.s=k(rPA l).s=rP.s+s. (4) 
We prove now the left-hand part of (g), using repeatedly of the “easy” vertical 
sum of double homotopies (65i, ii). Recall also that the left (resp. right) vertical 
opposite of a double homotopy U :X + P*A is rP. U (resp. pp. U). Since rP. g- + g- 
is vertically trivial, c2.(rP.g-)n =0 (6.5ii). But Pr.g- =s.rP.s.g- =s.rP.g-, and 
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we deduce that also c2 .(Pr. gg)n = 0. Then 
0 
-r+ a- g+.r+Pr.g-=eP.& (5) 
since this is clearly true on faces, and follows for the centre from 6.5i and the previ- 
ous result (~2 .(Pr .g-),, = 0). But the (unique) right-hand vertical opposite of g+ .r is 
pP.g+.r, and Pr.g- =pP.g+.r. Since rP.pP= 1, it follows that rP.Pr.g- =g+.r. 
As a consequence, ~2. (rP .Pr .g- ),, = 0. It is now easy to show that rP.Pr g- = Pr 
rP . g-- : it is true on the boundary and, using (f) 
c2.(Pr.rP.g-), =cz.(~~.Pr.rP.g-), 
= -c2.(rP.Pr.s.g-), = -c2.(rP.Pr.g-), =O. (6) 
Finally, for (h), k . re = k- . re +k+ . rQ = rkf + rk- N r . (k- + k+) = rk. The instances 
of the 2-homotopy relation considered above (7.4) cannot be replaced by equality. 
7.6. Reversion in Dash 
The left and right reversions of Sha reduce to one involutive reversion for Dash. 
Indeed, if all of the pseudodifferentials after & are null, the inductive formula for 
the left reversion reduces to r, = (-l)“+‘&(r,_, ~3 r1 ), n > 2. Writing m, the n-ary 
multiplication of the associative algebra, we get a symmetric formula, coinciding with 
the one produced by p 
r,=p,=(-l)“m,c@n (n> 1). (1) 
For a homotopy u : f + g : A =+ B of central components u, : A@‘” +,, B, the reversed 
homotopy v = ru has central components given by 
tin = t: cr(p).rp(~(q,) @ . . @ ucql)) 
pI”;/ql=” 
= C (-l)PmP.(uq,@ ... C3uq,). 
p5n;lql=n 
(2) 
This can also be obtained directly, through the synthetic description of twisted 
cochains (5.8). 
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8. Homotopy pullbacks and fibration sequences in Sha 
Finally, as a third main result, Sha has homotopy pullbacks, preserved by P and 
extending the ones of Da. Sha is lax left-homotopical (8.2) .The fibration sequence 
of a map is deduced. 
8.1. Homotopy pullbacks 
Given two morphisms of sha-algebras, f : A =S C and g : B + C, we want to construct 
their h-pullback P( f, g) in Sha. (Similarly, Am-spaces should have h-pullbacks; in [34, 
Theorem 6.11, it is proved that the mapping cocylinder P( f, 1) of an A,-map f between 
topological monoids has an A,-structure. ) 
First form the h-pullback X = P( ft , gt ) in Dm, as described in 3.7: 
a- 
cu=c:x--qc, 
ac+ca=-f;a- +g,a+ 
a+ 
(1) 
X is now equipped with the sha-algebra structure determined by requiring that a-, i3+ 
be strict morphisms (4.3), and u : fa- + gd+ a strict homotopy (u, = 0 for 12 > 1, 5.6). 
This structure is described here below, through its components (a,) and the global 
differential d : BX +_lBX. The proof is given in 8.2, through the global description. 
Note that, if f and g are in Da, so is P(f, g). 
The pseudodifferentials d,X :X8’” -)+2X are determined by the equations (n 2 2 in 
(4)) 
a-. a,x = a,A. a-@fl : x@n +n_2 A, a+.a x=a B a+@*:x@n n n . +n-2 B, (2) 
c.a,x= +.a- +g,.a+ -ale, (3) 
c.a,x- (-i)"f,.a-~n+(-i)"g,.a+~'" 
= C (-i)~+j+lapczp(fq _,a-@+ ~a...gfpqhg~ P 
j<p<n;Iql=n-I 
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so that, for instance, the differential d,X is the original one (for Dm), and the multi- 
plication &X is the one of Da, corrected through the multiplicativity homotopies of 
.f and Y (.A and g2) 
a,(~,~,b)=(a~,-fi~ - ac+g,b,ab), 
(a,c,b>.(a’,c’,b’)=(au’,f2(a~u’)+,f;a.c’-c.g,b’-g*(b~b’),bb’). 
(5) 
Let us consider everything in DC, including the homotopy u : f% ---j y? (5.7); the 
latter is determined by its centre h = c .Bu : BX 41 BC, a graded map reduced to its 
1 -component hl 
A 
h=c.Bu:BX+,BC, h = i,a.cx.o-‘p,, 
h, = cX=a-,p,hi,a:X~, c. 
(6) 
Imposing that a-, d+ be morphisms and U: f a- ---f ga+ a homotopy (in DC), we 
have 
$“.d=&.?‘: 
’ 1 hd+dc.h=fa--ga+ (E=--,+). (7) 
Each of the four graded maps appearing in the members of these two equations is a 
generalised coderivation of graded coalgebras (in the sense of 2.5): along (7” (the first 
two), or from fo’- to ya+ (the last two), as it follows from 2.5 or is easily verified 
for hd + dc h. Therefore, the graded maps above are determined by their composites 
with oP1pl, and we get equivalent conditions 
3’: .d’ = di. ac, cX.d’ = -d’, h + ,f ‘(37 - y’?+ (8) 
which clearly determine one graded map d’ = a-‘pl d : BX +-2X. 
8.2. Theorem III. The maps d, :X@” -+2X dejined by the equations 8.1.2-4, or 
equivalently the map d’ = o-‘pld : BX +-2X dejined by 8.18 above, dejine a struc- 
ture qf shu-ahtebru over the d-module X, which is the homotopy pullbuck P(f, y) in 
Sha, through the strict morphisms d- :X -+ A, 2’ :X + B und the strict homotopy~ 
u : .f d- i gc?+ (with centre cX :X +, C). 
The path-jimctor P preserves homotopy pullbucks, which are reyulur (1.3) : Sha is 
lux left-homotopicul (1.5). The homotopy category Sha!? has ull jinite Jveak limits. 
Proof. Define d’ : BX +-1X through 81.8. By 2.6, there is precisely one coderivation 
of coalgebras d : BX +_ 1 BX which lifts od’:BX+_, CX (pld=ad’) 
p,d = pF”A,d = c py”( 1-j @ d @ Ii-’ )A, 
(1) 
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This coderivation d satisfies the conditions 8.1.7. To prove it is a differential, since 
dd is again a coderivation, it suffices to prove that d’d = 0, which can be detected 
through the triple d-, a+, cX, jointly manic over X. In other words, it suffices to prove 
that %,a+, h annihilate dd 
i3’.dd=dA.dA.BE=0, 
h.dd=-dc.hd+fa-.d-gd+.d 
=dc.(dc.h-fa- +ga+)+fa-.d-ga+.d=o. 
(2) 
Finally, given two morphisms x : Y + A, y : Y + B and a homotopy v : fx =+ gy : 
Y + C (with central components v,) there is at most one morphism z : Y +X which 
yields them back, with 
a- .zn =x~, a+ .zn = Yn, CX .z, = 0,. (3) 
Conversely, defining z in this way, we do get a sha-morphism because, evaluating 
the projections d-, a+, cX over the left-hand member of (shm.n), rewritten here below, 
we always get zero (because x, y and v are in Sha) 
C (-i)papqzq, CV.CSIZ,,)- C (-i)P+qj+jZp(iP-j~aq~ ij-l). 
PI"; 141 =n Ph.ilP 
(4) 
P preserves h-pullbacks, because P : Dm -+ Dm does and P itself preserves strict 
maps and strict homotopies (5.2; 5.6). We can now deduce the regularity of h-pullbacks, 
from their preservation by P and the strong lens-conversion property (as in [15], 3.5, 
for the non-lax case). 
Consider the h-pullbacks X = P(f,g); given two maps aa,al : Y +X, as in (5), 
and two cells v:a-.ao-+a-.ul: Y-A, w:~+.ao+~+.al:Y--,B forming a N- 
commutative diagram (6) of homotopies, we have to prove that there is some homotopy 
a:a()--+ai: Y --+X lifting v and w 
A 
a- / 
/\ 
ga+aO gW ga+a, 
r$x u 
1 
c , 
\/ 
uoo 
1 - 1 
ua, . 
a+ 9 
fa-a0 fv B j-a-u, 
B 
(52 6) 
Choose a 2-homotopy V : Y + P*C representing (6), as in (7). By the bijectivity of 
the lens conversion, it can be lifted to a double homotopy U :X -+ P*C as in (8), with 
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l -----tb 0-e 
JWMl JL, 
Consider now the h-pullback PX = P(P(f, g)) = P(Pf, Pg), with homotopy P(u) = 
S.PU, 
PA 
PB 
(9) 
Since d-P. U = f o v = Pf . v and dip. U = Pg , w, the triple (v, w, U) determines a 
homotopy a : Y -+ PX which lifts u and w, because it verifies 
Pd-.a = v, P8.a = w, P(u).a = U; (10) 
and its faces are indeed ao and CI[, as detected by the jointly manic triple (a-, a+; u) 
(7-.(a&.a)=a”Pa-.a=a&.v=d-.a,, a+.(a57)=a+.~,, (11) 
u.(d’.a)=2P.Pz4.a=P~e.P(u).a=Pd”.U=u.a,. 
Finally, recall that Sha has finite products, verifying the second-order universal 
property (6.1), so that the homotopy category Sha/ = has ordinary finite products. 
Moreover, given two parallel morphisms f, g : A + C in Sha, one can construct their 
homotopy equaliser E = E( f, g), universally equipped with a morphism e : E ---) A and a 
homotopy u : f e ---f ge : E j C, through the ordinary equaliser of d-, a+ : P( f, y) -A: 
take E, = A,@C,,+l, and so on (again, e is strict and u a strict homotopy). Thus Sha/- 
inherits weak equalisers (just satisfying the existence part of the universal property of 
equalisers) and has all finite weak limits. 0 
8.3. Homotopy jibers 
The (lower) h-kernel, or homotopy fibre, of f : A j B is the h-pullback K-f = K f = 
P( f, le : 0 + B), with structural homotopy u : f a- --f 0 : K f + B. By our previous 
results (8.1), it is given by the h-kernel in Dm, equipped with the following structure 
(fl>l) 
(Kf),=.4,@&+1, a-(a,b)=a, (1) 
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a-. a, = a,A. a-@* : x@n -‘ _2 A, 
c.al =-pi .a- - a,B.c, 
c.a, - (-l)nf,.a-@n 
= C (- W,B~,(&,_, ec .. . g f4, tz i)(a-@lql g c). 
l<pln;1q1=n-l 
(2) 
In particular, we have the loop functor SZA = P(IA, IA); all d, vanish, after the first, 
and SZA = SZIAl, the loop-object of the underlying d-module (as a trivial sha-algebra). 
Also its structural homotopy euA : 0 4 0 : SZA +A is strict (represented by C2A c PA), 
so that Of = Qlfl and 
!2=Q[ - I:Sha+Dm. (3) 
8.4. The $bration sequence of a sha-map 
Because of the last remark on Q, the fibration sequence, or dual Puppe sequence, of 
a morphism of sha-algebras f : A + B degenerates rapidly to the fibration sequence of 
the underlying morphism 1 fI= f; : IA I+ IBI of d-modules. 
The h-kernel Kf is a non-trivial sha-algebra, but its structural morphism x = a- : 
Kf + A is strict, determined by its first component Kl f I + IAl 
x(a, b)=a, d(b)=(b,O); (2) 
further, the differential of the sequence d: SZB +Kf starts from a d-module (8.3) and 
is also strict, being determined by the conditions x.d =O, uod=euB. Since IKfl =KI f 1 
and Szf =sZI f1, the rest of the sequence coincides with the fibration sequence of If I 
in Dm. 
8.5. The h-group structure of the loop-object 
For pointed spaces, the loop-object has a structure of h-group (“a group up to 
homotopy”), whose identity, opposite and multiplication are given by the trivial loop, 
reversion and concatenation, respectively. 
We expect thus our loop sha-algebra S;ZA =P(IA, IA) to have an h-group structure 
induced by the restriction of (e.g. left) reversion and composition in PA 
ifjA : O-+QA, r”:SZA--tQA, k”:QAxSZA+SZA. (1) 
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This makes sense, since CIA is a sub-object of PA, !2A x SZA a sub-object of QA= 
PA x PA 
(2) 
and v:PA-,PA, k:QA4PA are consistent with these subobjects (C7pr=?1,(:-k=(?p-, 
etc.). Note also that c : PA-+ ,A restricts to the graded isomorphism cc) : L?A + 1 A (cor- 
responding to the identity of QA) while cm- :QA +I A restricts to the first projection 
w.~v, : CIA x SZA +, A. 
It is interesting to note that the components of rp and kR (deduced from 6.3.1 and 
7.1-2, through our last remark here above) are much simpler than the ones of r and k 
+-l)W’ .a2(d2~1)...(d2~160n--‘)~~~“:~AX’1i,~,~A, 
7:1(u) = -u, Y~&@+z4.U’, Y;$4@2u’&‘)= -(u.21’).u”; (3) 
kS1=O for n>2. II 1 (4) 
To prove that this is indeed an h-group structure, it is sufficient to adapt a similar 
proof in [ 121 (6.5, for a pointed left homotopical category). Of course, also the right 
reversion p: PA 4 PA supplies an h-group structure (1, p”, k”); it is different from the 
previous one, because p: is based on the right n-ary multiplication a,( I @ 82) ( 1 x+’ 
%&). For d-modules, both structures reduce to the natural structure of the shifted 
d-module SZA as an abelian group. 
9. Proof of the main theorems 
We prove here two of the main results, concerning the existence and naturality of 
k (9.1-3) and the existence of the left reversion (9.4410). As usual, xpyln means a 
sum over indices p, q verifying p 2 1, q 2 1, p + q = n + 1; instead, CpylIn means here 
p>l, q>l, p+q=n+ 1. 
9.1. Proqf qf Theown I. (6.3), Part I 
First, we prove that there is a homotopy k : (?-- + i?+ : QA --tA with components 
definedby6.3.1: k,=c-+~+,k,=(-l)“C~~~,~L?“W.~~= (n>l). Sincef=d--,g=?+ 
are strict morphisms (and we already know, from d-modules, that kr is correct), it 
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suffices to verify the characterization 5.6.1 (for 12 > 1) 
C ((_l)4+4i+idp(f~P-i~,kq~g~j-l ) + (-l)p+~+jkP(ip--i~aq8 P))=o. 
P4lWiP 
(1) 
Setting, for five integers p,q,j,x,z all 21, with j<p andx+zsn=p+q- 1, 
W(p,q;j;x,z)=(-1) q~+jap(lp-j~,q~lj-l).w(x,It+ 1 -x-z,z), (2) 
we prove that the left-hand term of (1) amounts precisely to the expression 
c W(p,q; j;x,z) 
pqln;j< p;W)ET 
= c (-1)4’+~tjap(lJ%~q@lj-l). c w(x,n+ 1 -x-z,z) (3) 
p4lGSp ( WET 1 
which is null, by (sh.n); here, T={(x,z)Ix>l, ~21, x +zln}, a triangle of the 
integral plane. 
First, let us calculate the two summands of (1) containing the “exceptional term” 
kr =c-+c+ (recall the formulae 6.2.2 for c-d,& k&Q, for IZ > 1) 
X0 = -c a,(f@‘“-‘@(c- + c+)@g@j-‘) 
iln 
+ a,(f@‘“-’ @Cc-+c+@g@“-‘); (4) 
x0 + Yo = c d,(p+’ cat- @(g@‘y - f3*y 
x+y=n 
+ (f@‘” - d*@‘“)~c+ 6@@y-‘). (5) 
Now, the first term of (1 ), say X, covers all the triangles q = {(x,z) 1 x + z < 
n; x > p - j; z 2 j} c T, i.e., the oblique prism uj{ j} x $ c [ 1, p] x T which they form 
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in the first octant of the integral space Z3, through the corrective term X0 
It remains to prove that the second summand of (1 ), say Y, covers the remaining 
part of the rectangular prism [l, p] x T (without overlap), with an opposite corrective 
term (-X0). Indeed, omitting a quite long and tedious calculation in the last step 
= c (-l)Qj+jd,w,,(lp--j~aq~lj-‘) 
pqln;j< p;rslIp 
= 1 (-i)qj+jap(i~-j~nq~ij-~)Wr,,s.r+q 
pq~n;mst~p: j<t 
+ c (-l)~~t~~p(i~--~~~q~lji-‘)~,+q,s,r 
pqln;r.stlp;j>s+t 
+ c (-l)~j+‘~pw,t(l~-‘~~q~lj-‘) 
pqln;rst(p;r<jlstt 
+ c W(p,q; j; AZ) 
pqIn;jIp;.~+zIn;x~n-_j 
+ c W(p,q;j;w) -x0 - yo, 
pqln;jI p;(.wE~, 
where each Lj is an “L-shaped” zone of T 
(7) 
Lj={(x,z)((x<n-j and z<,j) or (x<P-j and z<q+,j)}. (8) 
9.2. Purt II: --naturality of composition 
We show now that for each f : A + B there is a 2-homotopy K = kf : k.Q f 32 l’f.k : 
.fd--+~ fat+ :QA+B with K,,=C,,+ fnw_YYZ (6.3.4). We have to prove that the 
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family (Kn) satisfies the conditions (2-shh.n) of 5.5, which we rewrite as 
X+Z=Y+T 
X=c(Pf.kA),, Y = c(l~B.Qf)~ 
z= c (-1) p+qj+.iKp(lP-i~~q~~ lj-1) 
P4ln;j 5 P 
T= c (-1)p&,((f8--)qp@ . . @(.f~-->q,+, @Kqj 
PSn;jlhl=n 
8 w++ )q,_, @ . . . w”~++ )q, 1. (1) 
The proof is similar to the previous one, for the coherence of kA. As there, but 
replacing LJp with (- 1 )Pfp, it is useful to set, for five integers p, q,j,x, z all > 1, with 
j<pandx+z<n=p+q-1 
W(p,q;j;x,z)=(-1y+H+j f,(lP-j~dq~lj-l).W(X,12 + 1 -x -z,z). (2) 
We prove that (1) amounts to the following equivalent equations, the first of which 
is known to hold, as a trivial consequence of (shm.n) for f 
C (-1 )p+qj+i fp(lp--jCMq@Ij-‘)w,= c (-1)C&7(fq,@. . . @fq,)wn, 
Pqhjlr pin; lql=” 
(3) 
c vP,%Lr,t)= c (-l>papzp(fq,@ ... @fq,)%. (4) 
pqln;j<r;r+s<n Ps”;IqI=n 
Precisely, we shall prove that X + Z and Y + T, respectively, coincide with the two 
members of (4), up to the same corrective term (-Yo). First, let us calculate the two 
summands of X and Y containing the “exceptional term” kr =c- +c+, which are called 
here & and -Ya (recall the formulae 6.22 for c-&Q, c+&Q) 
xo = c(Pf),.z,(k(l,A)~'"=c.Pf,.t,(k(,,~. . .@k(l,) 
= c (-l)“+‘f,(a- @‘“-%c@C?+@j-‘)(k@ ‘. . @k(l,) 
.iSn 
=C(-l)“+]fn(d--~n--I~(C- +c+)~~++@j-l) 
iln 
=(-,y+’ ( c fn(a--@~-‘@c-@a++@Y + ~--m@c+@~++@y-l x+y=n 
+ a--@-’ gc- + c+@~++c3n-l) ) 
yo = -c~+~,%Qf)n= - (c- + c+)Qj&=(-l)"fn(c- + c’)t,, 
= (-1)” c fn(d--@+l @c-@@@‘y-’ + p-1 @,+@d++@y-l) 
4n 
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+a--@n-l@c- +,+@a++@“-‘) ) ) 
x0 + Y, = -(-1)” c fn(a--@-‘&3c-@(a++@~ -a*(Q) 
.r+y=n 
Now we proceed to calculate X + Z. 
(5) 
(6) 
x -x0 =c(Pf.kA), --x0= c c.Pf,.tp.zp(k(qp) Ea.. . @k(q1)) 
p<n; Iql=n 
=c (-l)P+‘fp.ctp.tp(k~q,)~. . . Wq,)) 
PC”; lql=n 
ZZ 
c C-1) 
p+qfqj+j f,.(a--~'P-~~k,~~++~j-~) 
pql~;j<--P;q>1 
= c C-1) p+~+jfp.(lp-j~aq~lj-~)w(p+y-jj,s,f+j- 1) 
Pq/"; dq; j<P 
= c C-1) p+qj+j f,. ( i p-j t3 aq B ii- 1 jwxyz 
Pq/n;xYzln;jlp;xlp-j;22j 
= c W(p,q;j;x,z), 
pq/n;jIp;xfzln;x~p-j;z2j 
(7) 
z= c (-1) P+4j+jKp(lP-j~aqe~lli-l) 
Pqln;EP 
= c C-1) p+qj+j fpwrst( i p-j t3 a,Q 6s ij-l) 
pqlnijlp; 4P 
c wP,q;j;x,z) + c W(p,q;j;x,z) 
pqln;j<p;x+zQt;z>q+j pqln;j<p;x+z<n;x>n-j 
+c 
Pqb;jlp 
c 
(w) E L, 
W(p,q;j;x,z) -x0 - yo, (8) 
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where, as in 9.1, L,={(x,z)((x < n-j and z<j) or (x < p-j and z<q+j)} is an 
“L-shaped” zone of the integral plane. The proof of the last equality is the same as in 
9.1.7, replacing everywhere 8, with (- l)“fP (which is consistent with the new W). 
Adding up (7) and (8), our first goal is achieved (as stated after (4)) 
X+Z= c W(p,q;j;x,z) - Yo. 
pqJn;jlp;x+z5n 
Let us calculate T and Y. First 
(9) 
T= c (- 1 >P~pqu-~-- 1% (8. . . @ u-- )q,+, 
pln;jlp; Iql=n 
@ Kq, @ U-a++ )q,_, @ . . . @ (fa++ Iq, 1 
= 
c (-l)pdpzp(./&@~~~@KK, @...@.&) 
pln;j9; lql=n 
. (a--@q,+I+...+qp @ 14, @ ~++c3’4’+‘..+4,-‘> 
= 
c (-wpq& @~~~@&, @...@.&,I 
pln;jlp; l41=~;4q, 
. W(qj+l + ’ ’ .+%+I-, s, q1 +...+qj-1 +t) 
= 
c C-1 )p%~p(f% 8. . @“fill bQxJm (10) 
pin; lql=“;(x,.wEl/, 
where (x, u,z) E U, means that the numbers (z, y - 1,x) determine a tripartition of the 
integral interval [O,n] disposed as follows, with respect to the partition determined by 
the multi-index q 
41 q2 qj-1 qj 4j+l qp--l % 
t-- ‘Z’ ’ b- 11 ’ ‘X’ -7 
(11) 
i.e., the central interval ]z,z+y] is contained in some interval ]ql+. . .+qj-l, ql+. . .+ 
qj] of the other partition (for a suitable j < p). The remaining term Y will produce a 
sum indexed on the complementary set V,; now, (x, JI,Z) E V, means that the numbers 
(z, y - 1,x) determine a tripartition of [0, n] whose central interval ]z,z + JJ] meets 
at least two intervals of the other partition 
F ‘z’ , 4f-1 , “;’ ,%+I , v’l’l , %+f-I , “;’ , qs+r+1 ( ‘~’ q 
(12) 
(with s + t 5 p). Note it is not necessary to specify p > 1: the set 6 is empty, for a 
multi-index q having arity p = 1. Writing tq = tqp @. . . @ tq, : (QA)@‘” + Q(ABn) for the 
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multi-index q 
Y + Y,=c(kB.Qf),, + Yo= c kp~p((Q.f>,, 8% . @ (Qf>q, > 
I <&I: /qi=n 
(13) 
the last equality deriving from 
W,& = (L3-- @9s+f+l+,..+9, @ c-t9,+, &> ~f-@qr+l+~~~+q,+,~l @c+t9, @ ~+tCDy,+...+y,-, ) 
= c w(q,+r+1 + .'. +qp+a;qt+l+~~~+q,+,-l+h+c- 1; 
a%,+,: 49, 
q1 + .'. +q,_1 -td). (14) 
Finally, U, and L$ being complementary in {(x, v,z) / x, y, z > 1; x + y + z = II + 1 }, 
we get the last part of the thesis (as stated after (4)) 
9.3. Pclrt III: higher order naturality 
Finally, we show that the family of 2-homotopies k(f’), indexed over maps, is co- 
herent with respect to identities, to composable maps and to homotopies, the first two 
properties holding strictly, the third up to 3-homotopy. 
(i) We already know that, if f : A + B is strict (a fortiori if it is an identity), &f 
is trivial. 
(ii) Given a consecutive map y : B + C, the following 2-homotopies produced by 
kf: QA =+ P2B and kg: QB + P2C can be vertically added, supplying 
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precisely k(gf) 
da-- 
Pg.Pf .k 
) da++ 
0 I P*g.kf T 0 
g.d-- .Qf - P$k.Qf --+ g.a++ .Qf 
0 
i 
kg. Qf 
I 
0 
a-- .QW, 
k.Qg.Qf 
’ a++ .Q(sf) 
(1) 
kg.Qf+” P*g.kf=k(gf): QA +P’C, 
c2 .Mlff)h = w-hwl = c gpqfg, @. . . @ fg, >% 
P<"; Iql=n 
(2) 
Then, after computing ~2. (P2f)n = c . cP(P(Pf )), = c. (Pf ), . c&P = fn . ct, . c&P, 
we have 
cz.(P*g.kf), = c cz4P2g)p~p((kf)q~ @. . . @ W)q, > 
PI”; Iql=n 
= c sp .ctp .ctpP-~pW)q, 8 . . . @ (W-)q, ) 
PI”; Iql=n 
= 
c 
gp.(~-@p-i~C~a+@.i-l) 
i,ilPln; /ql=n 
. (a-p@@ B CP B a+P-l ). q(kf), 63 . . . B (kf)g, ) 
(all the summands with i # j vanish: kf is a 2-homotopy, 
whence a”cP. kf = 0) 
= 
c g,qm- . a-p) @p-j g c2 63 (a+. a+Pp-l ) 
jlp<n; kl=n 
. ((kf )qp @. . .@ (kf &I>) 
= 
c 
g,~,((fa-- 1% @ . . . ~3 u-a-- )qj+l 
jSp<n; lql=n 
@&f @ (f a++),,_, @. . . @(f @+lq, > 
= 
c 
c&JPtp(f% @'..@_fq,hy 
PI% lql=n;(x,.Y,z)EUq 
(last equality as in 9.2.10, replacing 8, with (- l)Pgp), (3) 
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cz(k. Qfh = c c c&%)p~p((Qf)q~ @...@(Qf),,) 
p Iq/=n 
= c gp(a--~"-'~c-~ai~'"-'~c+~a++~t-l) 
p<n; Iql=n; wtln 
.rp((Qf), 8.. . @(Qf),,) 
c &Jp(fq, @...@J.&,)wryz 
P<C /ql=n;(x,y,z)EV, 
(last equality has in 
(iii) Finally, the last point is obtained 
strutted in 6.7 (without using the 
9.2.13, replacing 8, as above). (4) 
through the lens-collapse W, which is con- 
properties proved here, of course), Given a 
homotopy u : f + g : A + B (u : A + PB), and recalling that PU = s .Pu, f&d = 
sQ.Qu (5.4.3), we construct a 3-homotopy 
k(u) : QA + P3B, 
c3kzqn) = -u,,w, = -u, c wx.vz : 034 I@’ +n+2 B, 
xyzln 
Py.k 
ga- - 
us --I S.PU.kA 
fa- - Pf.k --f fa++ , a--.Qg 
0 
I 
kf T 0 a-.Qu T 
a--.Qf F a++.Qf a--.Qf 
k .Qf 
(5) 
Pg. k 
> ga++ 
kg 1 0 
- k.Qg - a++.@ 
s.kPB.Qu T i- .Qu 
- a++.Qf 
k .Q.f 
(6) 
Indeed, consider u : A + PB as a morphism. This produces a 2-homotopy with values 
in PB 
k,u:A+P2PB, c2(k1u), = z+)w,, : A@‘” jnfl PB, 
k,u:kP.Qu+,Pu.k:QA+P2B; 
(7) 
and, by means of the interchange s and the lens-collapse W, klu can be turned into a 
3-homotopy in B whose “main faces” a”P2 and centre c3 are as stated above, in (5) 
(verifications omitted) 
k(u)= WP.Ps.k,u:A+P’B. (8) 
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9.4. Notation for the proof of Theorem II (7.1) 
The rest of this section contains the proof of Theorem II. First, it is easy to see 
that the condition r + 6 = 0, through the formula for the sum (6.4.2), supplies indeed 
a central component r, as stated: ri = -c and, for n > 1 
(1) 
S nqnp =(-I) (q+l e+x)+P = (_ l)(q+‘)(x+‘)+nq = (_ 1fq+ )(p+x)+n 
= (_ 1)(q+w+u+pq = (_l)(n+p)(P+x)+y 
(2) 
We have to show that the coherence condition (rev.n), in 7.1, holds for a fixed 
n > 1. A W-term will be a sum 
W(R) = c s .,,qiap(i~-j B aq B ii-1 h,,, (3) 
pqt)n+l;xyzlp+q-l;j<p;R 
s ntxqj = (- 1) (t+ 1) (n+x)+qj+j (4) 
depending on a relation R in the variables occurring in the sum. If this relation is 
trivial, so that the sum is extended over the total domain 
T,={(p,q,t;x,y,z;j)lp+q+t=n+2; x+y+z=p+q; jlp}c[1,+co[7 
(5) 
then the corresponding total W-term is null, by the finite sequence of axioms (sh.s), 
with 1 <s<n: 
w= c 
(-l)qj+jap(lP-j @ aq @ lj-‘). c (-l)(‘+‘)(“+x)rt,y, =O. (6) 
pqtln+l;jLp vzlP+vl 
Our proof will consist precisely in reducing the left-hand part of (rev.n) to this null 
total term. To begin with, the following W-terms will be of use; (8) comes from the 
inductive definition of r,, n > 1, and (9) from the fact that dd = 0 
w(q = 1) = C (-1 )(t+l)(“+X)apa,Ytxyz, 
P'lWY4P 
wcp= I)= C C (-i)(t+l)(n+x)+q+laaqrtXyz= - rti, 
qtln vh 
W(p=q= 1)-O, W(p= 1 vq= l)= W(q= 1>+ W(p= 1). 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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9.5. Starting the induction 
We already know that a~, + rtd = -a+ + d-. Let always n > 1. Assuming that 
(rev. m) holds, for all m <n, we want to prove (rev.n), which we rewrite in the form 
X+Y+Z=O, (1) 
X=-ar,+(-l)“r,d,+(-l)“Y,a~, (2) 
y = C (-l)u+qj+~,u(lu--j @a, B pl), (3) 
qu+Gilu 
z= c (-1) t+U+iqa+@p-j B r, 8 (l’-e3’-1), (4) 
p+; P> liilp 
We begin by applying the inductive definition of r,,, to express X and Y (use 9.4.8) 
X= W(p=l)+(-l)“r,&+ c (-l)(f+‘)(n+x)+r+‘apYtx?izd~, (5) 
prln;vzlp 
Y= c 
(_l)(‘+‘)(p+x)+qj+japrrxyr(in+l~q-_j~~q~ Ii-l) 
qull”;pfIu;X,vZIp;jIu 
= C Spt,rqjipYtxyr( ln+‘-‘-j @ 8, @G l'-' ). (6) 
pytln+l;q>l;xyzlp;j~n+lq 
9.6. The term X 
Now, in X, add and subtract the term W(q = 1 ), already calculated above (9.4.7) 
to produce (and compute) terms of type 8,. i3,t + a,(. a, 
x = w(p= i vq= i)+(-i)vlan 
-c 
(_l)(t+l)(n+x)apa~(a+~,-I mrtBd-8~-l mr, B~+@3-lj 
p+;vzlP 
_ C (_l)(“+l)(“+X)+fap(a+~~r-’ @rr gd-@JJ-l Br, gat@z-l)a, 
Pflwyzlp 
= w(p= I vq= I)+(-iyr,a, 
_ 1 (-1)(‘+l)(~+x)+ja,(d+~~~-~ By, g a-W-1 @car, +r,qB d+@z-I j 
ptln;x.vzlp 
-c 
(-i)(u+l)(n+r)dp(a+~x-I g car, - (-i)vuaB) 
puln;vlp 
ga-By-1~~~ ~z+@z-l) (1) 
apply now (rev. 1) to the first “C” above, and the inductive hypothesis for u tn to 
the second, beginning with the “perturbation term” for u = 1, p = n; note also that the 
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presence of a sum Cql,U;g,l automatically makes u = q + t - 1 > 1; 
x= W(p= 1 vq= l)+(-l)“q& 
_ c (_l)(~+l)(n+x)+t~p(~+~x-l @r,@@3Y-l @(a-- _ a+) 
PfbY4P @ a+c%- 1) 
c ada +@I+1 - g (a- _ a+) 8 a-BY-1 g y, B a+@z-1 1 
xY4n 
c (-1 )3nuxqiap(a+@~-1 mj(ij-%3aq63ij-1) 
puln;xyzlp;qtlu;q>l;jlt 
8 a-@Y-l B y1 8 a+@+1) 
c (-l)tsn,jjap(a+@~-l c3 aq(a+@-j c3 rt c3 a-@j-l) 
pul”;xyrlp;qflu;q>l;j~q 
8 a-By-1 B rl 8 a+@)-]) 
= w+A’+A”+B+C, (2) 
where p’,A’, A”, B, C denote the five summands above. We go on computing these 
terms. 
9.7. The terms A’.A” 
The factor (a- -a+) makes the “internal” surnmands in A’ and A” to cancel pairwise; 
then, we rename variables and separate the summands with p = n and t = 1: 
A”+A’=- c &(a-@Y@r, @a+@z-l)+ c an(a+@xg,,~a+@z-l) 
yiz=n x+r=n 
- c C-1) (j+l)(n+x)+jap(a+~x-l B rj g a-my) 
pjln;x+y=p 
+ C (-l)(j+l)(n+*)+jap(a+~x-l Brj @a+@z) 
ptln;x+z=p 
= C an(-a-%3rl ci3a+@y--l +a+8xgrl ga+@y-1 
x+y=n 
+ a+@x- 1 c3 Y] g a-@y - a+@+* g rl B a+@y) 
- c C-1) (j+l)(n+x)+jap(a+@x-l B rj g a-By 
Pllw+y=p 
- a+@-] N rj B a+@y) (1) 
introducing now some new summands, which cancel pairwise, A’+A” can be simplified 
as follows; we use the formula rldnP = (- 1)” ciln 8, (a-@-j @ yI 63 @@j-r), holding 
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for n > 1, to extract a term in rt& which will cancel with a summand of I? 
finally, rearrange sums inserting the second term above into the third, to make appear 
the term 2, together with a new term D 
A’Sk’=-(-l)“r,& - c (_l)‘+‘.v+.v~p(~+~~-‘~Pf~~-~Y-‘) 
P~lwYlP;P>' 
+ c (_l)‘+c’Y+Ydp(~+@x-’ @rf@~+@‘-‘) 
P~llVYlP 
=-(-l)“r,&-Z+D (3) 
which we express here below as a W-term; here and after, a (non-trivial) change of 
variables is specified in square brackets before it occurs 
D = C (_l)u+ui+i~p(~+@i-t 8rU Ba+@j-r) 
P4b;iilP 
= C (_l)(t+l)(q+o)+uj+jip(d+~i-l 8 qtabc m d+@j-l) 
PUII”;filP;Qflu;abclq 
C Lqj~p(l’-’ @dq @ li-‘)~~,a+i--l,h,c+j~l 
pqtln+l;ijlp;abclq;p>l 
[chnge:x=a+i- 1; y=h; z=c+j- 1 (x+y+z=p+q)] 
= W(p,q>l;p-j<x;j<z) 
=W(p,q>l;p-j<xIp+q-j;j<z<q+j). (4) 
The second description of the sum-domain is redundant (owing to the relation x + y + z 
= p + q); however, this redundancy (here and below) will be useful in assembling 
results at the end. 
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9.8. The term C 
Also C is a W-term 
c= c (-l)f+lSnUafiap(d+~LI-l @3&(~3+@~-‘@r, @de@“-‘) 
puln;abclp;qtju;qzl;i~q 
@ @‘b-l @ rl @ a+m-1) 
c 
(-1)(q+t)(n+n)+ti+i+f+18p( la-’ @ 8, @ lp--a)Tt,a+q__i,b+i-l,r 
pqt)n+l;abclp;q>l;ilq 
[change:x=a+q-i; y=b+i- 1; z=c; j=p-a+11 
=W(p,q>l;p-j<x<p+q-j; z<j). (1) 
9.9. The terms Y. B 
The term Y (9.56) can be reduced to W-terms and -B (9.6) First 
Y= C Sptxqjdprrxyz( ln+l-q-j C3 8, @ P’ ) 
pqtln+l;q>l;xyzlp;jlnfl-q 
=E+F+G+H+K, (1) 
where E, . . . , K are obtained by splitting the previous sum into five cases, according 
to the value of the index j in the following decomposition of its domain [ 1, n + 1 - 
4[= [l, P + t[ 
[1,p+t[=[l,z[U]z,y+z[U[y+z+t,p+t[U{z}U[y+z,y+z+t[. (2) 
We compute now these terms, moving aq to the left of the middle factor. Recall 
that ~3’8, = 8qdB@q (5.1.4). The switch introduces a factor (-l)(‘+‘)q, which gives 
(- l)(‘+‘)‘Sp,,qj = Sntxqj 
E= C srztxqj~p(lp-j@‘q@ lj-l)rf,x,y,c+q-l 
pqtln+l;q>l;nyclp;j<c 
= Wp,q>l;z2q+j) (3) 
F= C htxqjaq( lp-j ‘8 aq @ lipl)Yt,x,b+q-1,z 
pqtln+l;q>l;nbzlp;r<jlp-x 
= W(p,q>l; x<p- j; z<j) 
G= c Snfaqi~p(l”+l-q-i @ 8, @ li-f)rf,n+q--l,y,z 
pqtln+l;q>l;ayrlp;y+z+t~icp+t 
[change: j=i-t+l;x=a+q- l=p+q-y-z>p+q+t-i 
=p+q+l-j] 
=W(p,q>l;x>p+q-j)=W(p,q>l;x>p+q-j;z<j). 
(4) 
(5) 
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For H(j =z), use the formula r,8,~ = (-I )q Cjlq dq(a-@q-i 8 Q g d+@j-1) (5.1.4, 
for q>l) 
H= c s ptxqcap(a +@I-’ 8 r, B a-@-l g rl aq B a+@-’ ) 
pqtln+l;q>l;xbclp 
c (- 1 )qsprxqcap(a 
+@x-1 ,g rt~ a-@b-l 
@ (34 
pqrln+l;q> I;xhclp; i<q 
.(a-@q-i 8 yl B a+@;- 1) g a+@c- 11 
c (-l)q+qlSptxqca~(lx+b-l g a, g ~-1 h,x,b+q-I,c+i-l 
pqrln+l;q>l;xbclp;i<q 
[change:j=c; y=b+q-i, z=c+i- l] 
=W(p,q>l;xIp-j;jiz<q+j). (6) 
Finally, we prove that K = -B (the change of variables is j = i - Y - 2 + 1): 
K= C Sptxqiaprfxyz(ln+l-q-i~aq~ lie’) 
ptqln+l;q>I;xyrlp;y+z~i<y+z+t 
= ~(-l)q~p,,qiap(a+~-l ~~,(lf+y+z--i--l 8 L?y B l~-y~~)~a-y-l Brl Ba+z-l> 
c 
(_ 1 )(q+t)(n+x)+qi+i+tap(~+~~~l B r, 
pqtln+l;q> I;xyzlp;j<f 
.(i’-j~aq~i~-l)~a-~,~-l~yl~a+~Z-l)=-B. (7) 
9. IO. The conclusion 
We end the proof by collecting the previous results. First, we get W( p, q > 1) = C + 
D + E + F + G + H, through a partition of the sum-domain T’ of W(p,q > 1) 
T’={(p,q,t;x,y,z;j)Jp+q+t=n+ 1; x+y+z=p+q; j< p; p,q>l}, 
(1) 
v<p-j p-j<x<p+q-j p+q-jcx 
Z<j F C G (2) 
j<z<q+j H D 0 
q+jjz E 0 0 
Recalling that B + K = 0, and the expressions of W and A’ + A” (9.6-7), it follows 
that X + Y + Z is the total W-term, hence null 
X+Y+Z=W+A’+A”+B+C+E+F+G+H+K+Z 
=W+(A’+A”+Z-D)+(C+D+E+F+G+H) 
=~(~=i~~=i)+(-i)fl~,a,-(-iy5,a,+w(~,~>i)=o. (3) 
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